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Abstract: Small fluctuations around homogeneous and isotropic expanding back-
grounds are the main object of study in cosmology. Their origin and evolution is
sensitive to the physical processes that happen during inflation and in the late Uni-
verse. As such, they hold the key to answering many of the major open questions in
cosmology. Given a large separation of relevant scales in many examples of interest,
the most natural description of these fluctuations is formulated in terms of effective
field theories. This was the main avenue for many of the important modern develop-
ments in theoretical cosmology, which provided a unifying framework for a plethora
of cosmological models and made a clear connection between the fundamental cos-
mological parameters and observables. In this review we summarize these results
in the context of effective field theories of inflation, large-scale structure, and dark
energy.
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1 Executive Summary

During the last decade we witnessed a large progress in application of effective field
theory (EFT) techniques in cosmology. The main object of study of these EFTs are
small cosmological perturbations, their evolution and interactions on scales relevant
for cosmology. Examples of such perturbations include quantum-mechanical fluctu-
ations of the inflaton which provide the seeds for small density fluctuations in the
late Universe, fluctuations in temperature and polarization of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB), fluctuations in the number density of galaxies in the cosmic web
at low redshifts which forms the large-scale structure (LSS), and fluctuations in some
hypothetical medium which drives the current accelerated expansion of the Universe
(i.e. dark energy (DE)). Just like in any other generic EFT, in all these examples
the action for the relevant degrees of freedom can be expanded in powers of small
fluctuations and derivatives and at every order its form is fixed by the symmetries up
to a finite number of free coefficients. This description is valid up to a cutoff, where
the details of the UV physics become relevant. However, below such cutoff (on large
enough scales) the EFT predictions are universal. Different cosmological models or
different UV completions differ only by different values of the EFT parameters.

The EFT approach has two major advantages. First, the EFT provides a unified
description of many different particular models, keeping only their essential proper-
ties and identifying long-wavelength degrees of freedom relevant for cosmology. At
the same time, it also allows for a clear separation of the theory of small fluctuations
around homogenous background from the evolution of the background itself. Second,
EFTs in cosmology are weakly coupled theories, hence they can be used to make per-
turbative predictions for all relevant observables throughout the entire history of the
Universe, from the Bunch-Davies vacuum in inflation to observed galaxy distribution
at present times. More precisely, at each order in perturbation theory and derivative
expansion, one can calculate a finite number of “shapes,” i.e. momenta dependence,
of observable n-point correlation functions whose amplitudes are proportional to the
free EFT coefficients. Importantly, such calculations can be always perturbatively
improved to match the precision required by the statistical errors of a given exper-
iment. These shapes can be then used for comparison to the data. In this way the
EFT approach not only played an important conceptual role of simplifying theoret-
ical calculations and unifying different cosmological models, but also made a large
impact on observational cosmology, inspiring templates used in the data analysis and
providing a way for robust measurements of cosmological parameters, allowing for
an easy marginalization over the unknown UV physics.

Historically, the EFT methods in cosmology were first applied to inflation [1, 2].
We will mainly focus on the simplest incarnation, the effective field theory of single-
field inflation (EFTI), where inflation is driven by a single medium whose quantum
fluctuations produce the observable overdensities in the Universe. At the time when
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the EFTI appeared, it unified a rapidly growing number of inflationary models and
provided a simple Lagrangian for inflaton fluctuations. Using symmetry arguments,
the EFTI provided a clear connection between possibly small speed of sound of
inflaton perturbations and large primordial non-Gaussianities (PNG) of equilateral
and orthogonal shapes [3, 4]. This result paved the road for observational constraints
on speed of propagation of inflaton fluctuations, which in turn can tell us a lot about
the physics of inflation [5, 6]. Furthermore, the existence of new shapes of potentially
large PNG in single-field models (the local shape was known to be absent in single-
field inflation [7, 8]), gave an additional boost to the phenomenology of PNG. The
EFTI was since then generalized to include multi-field models and other extensions
of the basic single-field inflation, playing the role of a common language in the field
of primordial cosmology. Many of the recent developments, such as the study of
imprints of massive and higher spin particles on cosmological correlation functions
or cosmological bootstrap, are motivated by what we have learned from the EFTI.

Another application of the EFT in cosmology, which is becoming increasingly
more important in recent years, is to galaxy clustering and the LSS of the Universe.
With the ever growing data sets where the spectroscopic galaxy samples increase by
a factor of 10 every decade, ongoing and upcoming galaxy surveys have the potential
to become one of the leading probes of cosmology, reaching and even surpassing the
precision of the CMB observations. The effective field theory of large-scale structure
(EFT of LSS) [9–11] is perfectly placed to face the challenge of interpreting this large
amount of data. Being an EFT of fluctuations of the number density of galaxies (or
other tracers of matter), it allows for a systematic description of galaxy clustering
on large scales, regardless of complicated galaxy formation which strongly depends
on details of poorly understood baryonic physics. The cutoff of the theory is given
by the scale where gravitational nonlinearities and feedback from astrophysical pro-
cesses become large and it is typically of the order of a few megaparsecs. Dynamics
on larger scales is driven only by gravitational interactions and all UV physics can
be captured in effective contributions to the equations of motion that are organized
as an expansion in the number of fields and derivatives. Such description, which
radically separates galaxy formation physics from the long-wavelength dynamics of
fluctuations in the number density of galaxies, proved to be extremely useful in prac-
tice. Even though a lot of work still remains to be done, already the consistent
leading EFT calculations, such as the one-loop power spectrum and tree-level bis-
pectrum, led to important advancements in the program of obtaining cosmological
information from the LSS galaxy surveys. Those include the first inference of all fun-
damental cosmological parameters from the galaxy power spectrum [12–14] and the
first constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity from the galaxy bispectrum [15, 16],
two major milestones that were elusive for a long time in the past. Further theo-
retical improvements and theory-inspired novel data analysis techniques can lead to
further progress and this remains a very active area of research.
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Finally, EFT methods were also applied in the context of DE. Assuming that
DE is a medium that drives the current accelerated expansion of the Universe, but
that can also fluctuate, one can formulate the effective field theory of dark energy
(EFT of DE) [17] in a way similar to the EFTI. One important difference is that
the couplings of the dark energy field to the matter fields have to be carefully taken
into account. As in the other two examples, without the need to refer to any UV
physics, one can produce a consistent EFT description that encapsulates all possible
phenomenology of DE beyond the cosmological constant. This is very important,
since the EFT formulation allows us to consistently parametrize any deviation from
the ΛCDM cosmological model which are compatible with all symmetries and general
principles of physics. This in turn is a crucial input for exploring and constraining
dark energy properties through observations of galaxy clustering on large scales, one
of the key science goals for many galaxy surveys in this decade. In parallel, the EFT
of DE is formulated in a way which allows for a straightforward connection of its
predictions to relevant astrophysical observations, such as mergers of black holes and
neutron stars. This led to a burst of activity where the detection of gravitational
waves was used to put constraints on the EFT parameters [18–20]. Many other
interesting theoretical questions, such as constraints on the EFT parameters from
positivity bounds, will remain a playground for fruitful collaborations of high-energy
physicists and cosmologists in the years to come.

In conclusion, EFT methods play the central role in theories of cosmological
perturbations and as such they are the key in connecting theory and observations
and pivotal for answering all the biggest open questions in cosmology. These include
the physics of inflation, properties of dark matter and dark energy, and possible
discovery of new, additional energy components in our Universe and new physical
processes related to them. In this review we summarize the current status of EFTs
in cosmology, focusing on three influential examples: effective field theory of infla-
tion, effective field theory of large-scale structure, and effective field theory of dark
energy. We present the most important results, connection to cosmological observ-
ables, some open problems and directions for future research as well as connections
to neighbouring fields of high-energy physics and astrophysics.

2 Effective Field Theory of Inflation

The energy available to processes during inflation could have been as high as 1014 GeV,
far beyond what can be achieved in particle accelerators. Interactions between the
degrees of freedom active during inflation leave their imprints in the statistics of
cosmological perturbations, like anisotropies in the CMB temperature and inhomo-
geneities in the distribution of galaxies, therefore offering a privileged view on these
energy scales (for prospects of constraining inflation using these observations, see
also the snowmass white paper on inflation [21] and references therein).
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What are the light degrees of freedom during inflation? We know that at least one
scalar degree of freedom must have been present. The epoch of accelerated expansion
eventually ends, so there must have been a “clock” that tracks the transition to a
decelerated Universe. The fluctuations of this clock, together with the fluctuations
of the metric, are the degrees of freedom that are guaranteed to be active during
inflation. The simplest effective field theory of inflation is one for this degree of
freedom: it provides a unified description of all inflationary models where inflation
is driven by a single clock. Additional light degrees of freedom are included in the
EFT following the same general principles.

2.1 Unitary-gauge action

How can we write an action that encompasses all the single-clock inflationary models?
Refs. [1, 2] showed how to achieve this. By using the freedom of changing coordinate
system, the fluctuations of the clock can be absorbed by the metric. In models where
the clock is a scalar field φ, i.e. the inflaton, we can write φ(t,x) = φ0(t) + δφ(t,x):
the new coordinate system corresponds to setting δφ = 0.

In this “unitary gauge,” the graviton has three degrees of freedom: the scalar
mode and two tensor helicities. Writing down the action is now simply a matter
of finding all operators that are invariant under time-dependent spatial diffeomor-
phisms, since time diffeomorphisms have been fixed.

The clock defines a preferred foliation of spacetime: the 3 + 1 decomposition is
therefore well-suited to find all operators that are invariant under spatial diffeomor-
phisms, i.e. changes of coordinates on the hypersurfaces of constant time. This is
summarized in Fig. 1 and the accompanying table.

The second step is as follows. We are interested in constructing an effective field
theory for cosmological perturbations, i.e. fluctuations around a Friedmann–Lemaître
–Robertson–Walker (FLRW) spacetime.1 This is a highly symmetric spacetime,
whose line element is written as

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)δijdx
idxj . (2.1)

The Hubble rate is defined as

H =
ȧ

a
. (2.2)

H is constant for a de Sitter metric, and the background stress tensor is a cosmological
constant. More generally, the background stress tensor can be build from only two
operators in this 3 + 1 decomposition of spacetime: a free function of time Λ(t) and
the operator c(t)g00, where c(t) is also a free function. The most general action can

1We focus on the case of zero spatial curvature. See Appendix B of [2] for how to include it.
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N
√
−1/g00

nµ −Nδ0
µ

hµν gµν + nµnν

Kµν h ρ
µ ∇ρnν

Figure 1: 3 + 1 decomposition of spacetime, with the expressions for some of the associated
geometric objects in terms of the metric: the lapse function (N), the normal unit vector to constant-
time hypersurfaces (nµ), the projector on these hypersurfaces (hµν), and the extrinsic curvature
(Kµν).

then be written as

S =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
M2

P

2
R− c(t)g00 − Λ(t) +

M4
2 (t)

2
(g00 + 1)2 +

M4
3 (t)

6
(g00 + 1)3

− M̄3
1 (t)

2
(g00 + 1) δKµ

µ −
M̄2

2 (t)

2
(δKµ

µ)2 + · · ·
]
,

(2.3)

where δKµν = Kµν − H(t)hµν . All operators beyond the first three have vanishing
derivative with respect to gµν on a FLRW metric. As a consequence, c(t) and Λ(t)

are fixed in terms of the expansion history:

c(t) = −M2
PḢ , (2.4a)

Λ(t) = M2
P(3H2 + Ḣ) . (2.4b)

The difference between different inflationary models is then encoded in the remaining
operators, which from now on we will call EFT operators.

The organizing principle in Eq. (2.3) is the expansion in perturbations and deriva-
tives, central to all effective field theories. We see that the EFT operators are or-
ganized by the number of derivatives acting on the unitary-gauge metric and by the
order in perturbations around an FLRW metric to which they start. We will discuss
the EFT expansion and the relevant cutoff scales in more detail once we reintroduce
the scalar degree of freedom via the Stueckelberg trick in Section 2.5.
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The terms “· · · ” we have not explicitly written in the action of Eq. (2.3) are built
not only from g00 and the extrinsic curvature. Besides these and many other time-
diffeomorphisms-breaking operators (see e.g. Ref. [22] for a comprehensive study),
we also have covariant operators built from the four-dimensional Riemann tensor:
these capture corrections to General Relativity.

2.2 Different models in the EFTI language

The simplest models are those where the clock is the inflaton φ with minimal kinetic
term and potential V (φ). In the unitary gauge c(t) = φ̇2

0(t)/2 and Λ(t) = V (φ0(t)),
while all the other terms in Eq. (2.3) are set to zero. This is the formulation of
slow-roll inflation in the EFTI [7, 2].

Models where there is at most one derivative acting on φ, i.e.

Sφ =

∫
d4x
√−g P (X,φ) with X = gµν∂µφ∂νφ , (2.5)

have
M4

n(t) = φ̇2n
0 (t)

∂nP

∂Xn

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ0(t)

, M̄n = 0 . (2.6)

This is K-inflation [23–27]. A particular example of P (X,φ) theory is DBI inflation
[28]. There the inflaton is the position of a probe brane in 5-dimensional spacetime
and its action is constructed from the induced metric on this brane. Examples of
theories that are described by operators involving δKµν are the Ghost Condensate
[29, 1, 2], Galileons [30, 31] and generalizations of DBI Inflation [32].

2.3 Slow-roll solution and approximate time-translation symmetry

The coefficients in the unitary gauge action can explicitly depend on time. However,
the first two coefficients, c(t) and Λ(t), have a mild dependence if the background
solution satisfies the slow-roll conditions ε� 1, |η| � 1, where

ε ≡ − Ḣ

H2
, η ≡ ε̇

Hε
. (2.7)

It is natural to assume that the same holds for all the other coefficients. Namely, to
impose an approximate time-translation symmetry, which in slow-roll models follows
from the approximate shift symmetry of the inflaton φ.

An exception to this rule comes from models where instead of a softly broken
continuous shift symmetry, one has a discrete one [33, 34]. Ref. [35] explored this in
the context of the EFTI: at the level of the unitary-gauge action the approximate
discrete shift symmetry corresponds to an expansion history H(t), and other time-
dependent coefficients, that are a superposition like

H(t) = Hsr(t) +Hosc(t) sinωt , (2.8)
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2 Preface

Part I: The Quantum Origin of Large-Scale Structure

The structure of Part I of the course is summarized in fig. 1. Let me make a few comments on

the individual chapters:

At the heart of the horizon problem lies the fact that in the conventional Big Bang evolution

the comoving Hubble radius (aH)�1 is an increasing function of time. Inflation solves the

horizon problem by reversing this behavior, making (aH)�1 temporarily a decreasing function

of time (see fig. 1). Fluctuations that naively seem out of causal contact at recombination hence

become causally connected before inflation. In Chapter 1, we describe this solution to the

horizon problem and the classical dynamics of inflation which underlies it.

super-horizonsub-horizon

transfer
  function

CMB
recombination today

projection

horizon exit

time

comoving scales

horizon re-entry

zero-point 
  fluctuations

(Ch.2)

(Ch.1)

(Ch.3)

(Ch.2)
(Ch.5)

reheating
(Ch.4) (Ch.3)

Figure 1: A road map for Part I of the lectures.

The shrinking comoving Hubble radius is also the key feature of inflation that allows quantum

zero-point fluctuations on sub-horizon scales to become classical fluctuations on super-horizon

scales (see fig. 1). Remarkably, the quantum-mechanical treatment of inflation leads to pri-

mordial fluctuations that are in striking agreement with the observed CMB anisotropies. In

Chapter 2, we will learn about the intricacies of quantum field theory in curved spacetimes,

such as the inflationary quasi-de Sitter spaces. This will culminate in a derivation of the pri-

mordial density fluctuations predicted by inflation. We present the calculation in full detail and

try to avoid ‘cheating’ and approximations. We also explain why inflation predicts a stochastic

background of gravitational waves.

To make contact with observations, the primordial inflationary fluctuations need to be evolved

to late times, when they seed the CMB and the formation of large-scale structures (LSS).

In Chapter 3, we provide this important link between the correlation functions computed at

horizon crossing during inflation and late-time observables. We review Weinberg’s proof that the

curvature perturbation ⇣ freezes on superhorizon scales during single-field inflation. This allows

us to relate our computation of fluctuations at horizon exit (high energies) to horizon re-entry

(low energies), while remaining ignorant about the details of the physics of the time in between.

The subsequent subhorizon evolution of the fluctuations is well-understood and computable in

perturbation theory.

Although, reheating has no (or little) e↵ect on the CMB anisotropies, it is an important

component of any complete theory of inflation. In Chapter 4, we digress to review our current

understanding of the reheating era. As we will see, reheating can be understood as a wonderful
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<latexit sha1_base64="QTpw+flrWQbihd+i10wRv3qDd10=">AAAVk3icpVhbbxtFFJ6WWwm3FOQnXiyiQEGtZadNCSBQ1ZaKl4iiXBopjqz1emyvvBezl7Tp yvwXXuEX8Q944Edwzjcz67Vjz64hK8czs+d85zpnzrg/9b0kbbf/unHzjTffevudW+9uvff+Bx9+tH3749MkymJXnriRH8VnfSeRvhfKk9RLfXk2jaUT9H35oj95wu9fXMo48aLwOL2ayovAGYXe0HOdlJZ6243u2Enz7muZOrNe3r2Ubj6ZzXrbO+1WG3/N64OOHuwI/fc8ur11X3TFQETCFZkIhBShSGnsC0ck9JyLDj1TWrsrmkQVEkUiPOKQ4kLkRBXTOw8cUszEFqFlRCGJx6HVCf0f0SzH/wgSUuK50rTLqzlwUnokzRljipEdOQbdGHq8stCei2OyhvUewpYU9rpWjoyohuIAXB5RT7FSzefAqhg6OUTN/H0a9WnVB+euRWYCCQojAa9LGvv0YV80ibcp7tHzA3274gvxN32/KtE0iSuCHyPRwrPefywloY9D1GOrpxVlQnEKyA4bJedIRhZ4hGmLCPuEozdB1G1eyRfs 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</latexit>

⇣̂k
<latexit sha1_base64="vD2v99VwxRqLkUMgdDdOV14ASB0=">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</latexit>

zero-point
fluctuations

<latexit sha1_base64="ZNvq082Z1yEdxMuek6SqE9Ru+PM=">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</latexit>

transfer
function

<latexit sha1_base64="bZUMS10taEsw+3DClECHCvYK250=">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</latexit>

T (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="Bxh8xw7YRL+Nssruf8trMm95ILU=">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</latexit>hTT i(✓)
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T (✓)

Figure 2: From quantum fluctuations during inflation to anisotropies in the temperature of the
Cosmic Microwave Background. Taken from [43].

where Hsr � Hosc have a slow time dependence of order ε. See Refs. [36, 37] for
CMB constraints on oscillating features predicted by these models.

Another situation where time-translation symmetry is not a good approxima-
tion is the “ultra-slow-roll” phase [38]. See [39] and references therein for further
discussion.

2.4 Observables and primordial non-Gaussianity

Let us now discuss what are the inflationary observables. In single-clock inflation
the Fourier modes of the comoving curvature perturbation ζ and the graviton γij,
defined by

hij = a2e2ζ(eγ)ij (2.9)

in the unitary gauge, are conserved as they exit the horizon, i.e. for k � aH [7, 40–
42]. They start evolving again only when they re-enter the horizon long after the end
of inflation, during the Hot Big Bang phase (see Fig. 2). Knowing ζ and γij therefore
means we know the initial conditions for the growth of structure in our Universe. Of
course, given that what we can predict are only the quantum fluctuations of ζ and
γij, we cannot really know the exact initial conditions. What we are interested in is
instead the probability distribution functional of ζ and γij. Observations suggest that
these distributions are close to Gaussian. Hence, we are interested in the two-point
correlation of ζ and γij, or the power spectra in Fourier space, and the deviations of
their distribution from a Gaussian, i.e. in primordial non-Gaussianity.

Let us consider the correlation functions of curvature perturbation ζ. Working
in conformal time τ defined via dt = adτ , which implies τ = −1/aH in exact de
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Sitter, we decompose ζ in Fourier modes as

ζ(τ,x) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
ζk(τ) eik·x . (2.10)

The observables in the scalar sector, then, are the polyspectra

lim
kτ→0
〈ζk(τ)ζk′(τ)〉′ = Pζ(k)

lim
{kiτ→0}

〈ζk1(τ)ζk2(τ)ζk3(τ)〉′ = Bζ(k1, k2, k3)

lim
{kiτ→0}

〈ζk1(τ)ζk2(τ)ζk3(τ)ζk4(τ)〉′ = . . . ,

(2.11)

where Bζ(k1, k2, k3) is the bispectrum (which depends only on the magnitude of the
momenta due to rotational invariance), and the prime denotes that we have stripped
a Dirac delta of momentum conservation.

The unitary-gauge action of Eq. (2.3) is everything we need to compute not only
these observables, but also the mixed correlation functions involving the graviton,
and graviton non-Gaussianities themselves.2 However, it is when we focus on scalar
correlators that the true usefulness of the EFTI becomes manifest, as we will now
illustrate.

2.5 Stueckelberg trick and decoupling limit in the EFTI

The breaking of time diffeomorphisms in the EFTI is no different in spirit from
what happens in massive Yang-Mills theory, in which a gauge group G is explicitly
broken by a mass term. Now the longitudinal modes πa of the vector fields Aaµ are
dynamical degrees of freedom, and one can make them explicit via the so-called
“Stueckelberg trick.” The advantage is that at high energies the πa are decoupled
from the transverse modes of Aaµ. This high-energy limit is called the decoupling
limit. Since in this limit the action for the πa is the same as what we get from a
broken global symmetry group G, they are often denoted as “Goldstone bosons.” We
will use the same terminology.

To perform the Stueckelberg trick in the EFTI we need to do a broken time
diffeomorphism t = t̃ + π̃(x̃). The detailed derivation is contained in Section 3 of
Ref. [2]. After removing the tilde to simply the notation, the Stueckelberg trick boils
down to replacing t→ t+ π in Eq. (2.3). For example, we have

g00 → g00 + 2g0µ∂µπ + gµν∂µπ∂νπ . (2.12)

Similar relations are easily derived from the standard tensor transformation rules
under the broken time diffeomorphism.

2For a comprehensive study of graviton bispectra in the EFTI, see Ref. [44].
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Diffeomorphism invariance is restored because π transforms nonlinearly under
x = x̃+ ξ̃µ(x̃), namely

π̃(x̃) = π(x(x̃)) + ξ̃0(x̃) . (2.13)

These transformation rules can be used to find the relation between π and ζ. The
precise derivation is contained in Appendix A of [7] and Appendix B of [45]: one
finds that

ζ = −Hπ
(
1 +O(ε, η) +O(k2τ 2)

)
, (2.14)

where O(ε, η) represents slow-roll-suppressed terms, and O(k2τ 2) represents terms
vanishing on superhorizon scales. It is this relation that makes the Stueckelberg trick
useful, as we will discuss next.

Now that we have reintroduced π, we can discuss what is the decoupling limit in
the EFTI. Let us first write the metric in a way suited to the 3 + 1 decomposition,
i.e. using the ADM formalism [46, 47]:

ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij(dx
i +N idt)(dxj +N jdt) . (2.15)

After reintroducing the Goldstone boson, the zero-helicity mode ζ is absent from
the metric. That is, the spatial metric hij contains only the transverse and traceless
graviton. The quadratic mixing between π and the metric is then a mixing between
π and the non-dynamical variables N and N i.

The energy scale at which we can neglect this mixing depends on which oper-
ators are present in Eq. (2.3), and which operators dominate the quadratic action.
For example, for slow-roll inflation the mixing is ∼ M2

PḢπ̇δg
00. After canonical

normalization (πc ∼ MPḢ
1/2 π̇, δg00

c ∼ MPδg
00) we see that Emix ∼ ε1/2H. An-

other interesting case is when the operator M4
2 gets large. The mixing is now of

the form ∼ M4
2 π̇δg

00, while the canonical normalization of π is πc ∼ M2
2π, so that

Emix ∼M2
2/MP.

Whatever Emix is, once we are above such energy scale we can neglect metric
fluctuations and replace Eq. (2.15) with Eq. (2.1). The action for the Goldstone
boson then simplifies to

Sπ =

∫
d4x a3

[
−M2

PḢ

(
π̇2 − (∂iπ)2

a2

)
+ 2M4

2

(
π̇2 + π̇3 − π̇(∂iπ)2

a2

)
− 4

3
M4

3 π̇
3 + · · ·

]

− M̄2
2

2

{
(1− 2π̇)(∂2π)2

a4
− ∂2π

a2

(
H(∂iπ)2

a2
+

4∂iπ∂iπ̇

a2

)
+ · · ·

}]
.

(2.16)

The relation (2.14) between π and ζ makes this action useful because of the conserva-
tion of ζ after horizon crossing. Even though the concept of the energy of a k-mode
is not even approximately defined after horizon crossing, as long as Emix � H, we
can use the decoupling limit action to compute π correlators shortly after horizon
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crossing. These can be used to determine ζ correlators, up to O(ε, η) and O(k2τ 2)

corrections.
From this discussion we see that for slow-roll inflation we always have Emix/H �

1, since ε1/2 � 1. We also see that there are no interactions in Eq. (2.16) if all EFT
operators are switched off. Hence, in this case primordial non-Gaussianities come
from the mixing with gravity [7].

Nevertheless, the decoupling-limit action is still enough to predict the normaliza-
tion of the dimensionless power spectrum k3Pζ(k), which is proportional toH2/(M2

Pε),
and its deviation from exact scale-invariance. Combined with limits on (or a future
detection of) primordial tensor modes, whose dimensionless power spectrum is in-
stead controlled by H2/M2

P, we get a handle on H and its time derivatives. With
this we can constrain the inflaton potential V (φ).

As another example, consider the operator M4
2 , which gives a quadratic action∫

d4x a3

[
−M

2
PḢ

c2
s

(
π̇2 − c2

s

(∂iπ)2

a2

)]
, (2.17)

with speed of sound given by

1

c2
s

= 1− 2M4
2

ḢM2
P

. (2.18)

Notice that Ḣ > 0, which implies a violation of the Null Energy Condition (NEC),
is no longer associated to a ghost-like instability if M2 is sufficiently large. Here,
the general connection between the violation of the NEC and instabilities [48, 49]
persists because there is a gradient instability in the model. However, from a bottom-
up point of view, it is possible to construct a stable EFT (called Ghost Condensate)
that allows Ḣ > 0 [1].

It is not clear if NEC violating models can be UV completed, and indeed there
are results that suggest otherwise [50]. Below, we will focus on the Ḣ < 0 case,
where one finds

k3Pζ(k) ∝ H2

M2
Pεcs

. (2.19)

Even if we detect primordial tensor modes, we still cannot disentangle between ε and
the speed of sound. To get a handle on cs in this case, we need to look at interactions.
Indeed, turning on the operators M4

2 ,M
4
3 results in

S(3)
π =

∫
d4x a3

[
M2

PḢ

c2
s

(1− c2
s)

(
π̇(∂iπ)2

a2
−
(

1 +
2

3

c̃3

c2
s

)
π̇3

)]
, (2.20)

where
4

3

M4
3

ḢM2
P

=
2

3

1− c2
s

c2
s

c̃3

c2
s

. (2.21)
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A speed of sound different from 1 means that there is a specific interaction π̇(∂iπ)2

uniquely determined by c2
s. Hence, by constraining the non-Gaussianities generated

by π̇(∂iπ)2, we can constrain the speed of propagation of the scalar mode in single-
clock inflation.

This relation between the quadratic action and interactions is forced by the
nonlinear realization of time diffeomorphisms. In the decoupling limit, this symmetry
is reduced to invariance under de Sitter dilations and boosts, which are generate by

ξµ0 = −H−1δµ0 + xiδµi , (2.22a)

ξµi = δµi x
2 − 2xixjδµj + 2H−1xiδµ0 , (2.22b)

where x2 = −η2 + x2. Under these, π transforms nonlinearly [51]: for infinitesimal
transformation parameter λa, with a ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, we have

δπ = λaξµa∂µπ + λaξ0
a , (2.23)

where we used Eq. (2.13). The action is invariant under Eq. (2.22b) only if the
coefficient of the π̇(∂iπ)2 operator in Eq. (2.20) has that specific dependence on the
speed of sound.

Finally, let us discuss in more detail the decoupling limit for the case where the
operators M4

n are turned on. In the case of c2
s � 1, we have Emix/H ∼ (ε/c2

s)
1/2. So

we see that at a fixed ε the speed of sound cannot be too small if we want to use
the decoupling-limit action of Eq. (2.16).3 Given that the mixing scale depends on
which operators one is considering, a similar analysis must be carried out depending
on which kind of interactions of π one wants to constrain.

2.6 EFT cutoff

One might wonder why we delayed the discussion of the cutoff scale, a crucial concept
for any effective theory, up to now. The reason is that the cutoff of the EFTI depends
on what operators dominate the action, so it was necessary to first introduce these
operators. In this paper we review only what happens in P (X,φ) theories for c2

s � 1,
referring to [2] for more details on other cases.

We focus on the operator π̇(∂iπ)2 in Eq. (2.20) whose coefficient is fixed by cs.
We can estimate the UV cutoff of the theory by working in the subhorizon limit
and finding the maximum energy at which the tree-level scattering of Goldstones is
perturbative. The calculation is straightforward, the only complication coming from

3The current bound on the speed of sound (which comes from constraints on primordial non-
Gaussianity, as we will discuss in a moment) and on ε (from the absence of detection of primordial
B-mode polarization of the CMB) are c2s & 4 × 10−4 [37] and ε . 4 × 10−3 at 95% CL [36]. The
region of parameter space for which Emix/H � 1 is still allowed: however, in case of a detection
of these two parameters it could prove necessary to go beyond the decoupling limit to compute
accurately the correlators of ζ.
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the non-relativistic dispersion relation ω = csk. The cutoff (or “strong-coupling”)
scale Λ? turns out to be

Λ4
? '

f 4
πc

7
s

1− c2
s

, (2.24)

where f 4
π is defined based on the kinetic term Eq. (2.17)

f 4
π =

2M2
P|Ḣ|
c2
s

. (2.25)

The scale Λ? indicates the energy at which infinitely many EFT operators become
important. So the effective description breaks down and new physics must come into
the game [2, 6].

In this example, our construction of the EFT for the fluctuations was motivated
by the P (X,φ) model. However, only when Λ? � fπ can we think of P (X,φ) as a
UV completion of the EFTI: a weakly coupled “effective field theory for inflation”
that interpolates between the trivial background X = 0 and the rolling background
X 6= 0 [5, 52]. When cs � 1, or more generally Λ? � fπ, one needs an alternative
since P (X,φ) is strongly coupled around X = 0. In the next section, we will discuss
how this observation provides a theoretically-motivated target for primordial non-
Gaussianity.

2.7 Amplitude and shape of primordial non-Gaussianity

The chief observable that describes deviations from Gaussianity is the bispectrum,
that we introduced in Section 2.4. The conservation of ζ at super-horizon scales im-
plies that at leading order in slow-roll approximation Bζ(k1, k2, k3) is scale-invariant.
By momentum conservation the three momenta in the bispectrum form a triangle.
It is useful to factor out an amplitude and introduce a function that describes the
dependence on the shape of triangle:

Bζ(k1, k2, k3) =
18

5
fNL∆4

ζ

S(k1, k2, k3)

k2
1k

2
2k

2
3

, (2.26)

where ∆2
ζ = k3Pζ(k), the factor of 18/5 is a historical convention, and the dimension-

less shape function S(k1, k2, k3) is normalized to 1 in the equilateral configuration,
S(k, k, k) = 1.

The amplitude ∆2
ζ of the primordial power spectrum is very well measured by

the Planck satellite (∆2
ζ ≈ 4.1× 10−8). Hence the overall level of primordial non-

Gaussianity is controlled by the parameter fNL. One can estimate fNL by comparing
the quadratic and cubic Lagrangians of the Goldstone boson as [2]

L(3)
π

L(2)
π

∼ fNLζ , (2.27)
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Figure 3: Range of momenta V for plotting a shape function S(x1, x2, 1) = S(x1, x2), and for
computing the cosine between two shapes. The equilateral configuration is x1 → 1, x2 → 1, while
the squeezed configuration is x1 → 0, x2 → 1, i.e. it is the limit in which one of the modes (k1)
becomes much longer than the other two. The configuration x1 → 1/2, x2 → 1/2 is called folded,
and it corresponds to very squashed isosceles triangle.

where derivatives are estimated by evaluating them at horizon crossing. Let us look,
for example, at Eq. (2.17) and the interactions of Eq. (2.20). At crossing, we have
∂0 ∼ H, but ∂i/a ∼ H/cs. Therefore the operator with more spatial derivatives in
Eq. (2.20) is enhanced when c2

s � 1. We have

L(3)
π

L(2)
π

∼
Hπ
(
H
c2s
π
)2

(Hπ)2
∼ Hπ

c2
s

∼ ζ

c2
s

. (2.28)

Hence fNL ∼ 1/c2
s. An exact computation gives [53, 27, 4]

f
π̇(∂iπ)2

NL =
85

324

(
1− 1

c2
s

)
. (2.29)

This non-Gaussianity is peaked near the equilateral configuration. This is because
derivatives of π decay fast outside the horizon, and little contribution comes from the
period when the modes or deep inside the horizon due to their fast oscillations. So
the interaction is maximal when all three modes cross the horizon around the same
time. From the point of view of data analysis and the actual detection of primordial
non-Gaussianity it is useful to find a template that is easy to manipulate while still
being a good representation of the bispectrum shape of the π̇(∂iπ)2 operator. For
example, it is very useful to have a template that is separable in k1, k2, k3. Finding
such templates can be achieved by the introduction of the cosine between two shapes.
First, because of scale invariance we can always rewrite the shape function as

S

(
k1

k3

,
k2

k3

, 1

)
≡ S(x1, x2, 1) ≡ S(x1, x2) . (2.30)
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Figure 4: Left panel – Equilateral template of Eq. (2.33), which peaks in the equilateral config-
uration. Right panel – Orthogonal template. We see that it peaks in the folded configuration.

Organizing the momenta as k1 ≤ k2 ≤ k3, the conservation of momentum amounts
to requiring 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1 and 1−x1 ≤ x2 ≤ 1: this region V is shown in Fig. 3. Given
two shapes S1,S2, one can check that the integral

S1 · S2 =

∫
V
dx1dx2 S1(x1, x2)S2(x1, x2) (2.31)

defines a scalar product. Then, the cosine

S1 · S2√
(S1 · S1)(S2 · S2)

(2.32)

quantifies how much two shapes are similar [3, 4]. It is possible to check that the
shape

Sequil(k1, k2, k3) ∝
(
k1

k2

+ 5 perms.
)
−
(
k2

1

k2k3

+ 2 perms.
)
− 2 (2.33)

has strong overlap with the shape of π̇(∂iπ)2. This is the equilateral template, which
we plot in Fig. 4.

The cosine was originally introduced to study how much two different templates
could be distinguished in CMB or large-scale structure data. Given a bispectrum
shape, one can build an optimal estimator for its fNL. Then, if two shapes have
a small scalar product, the optimal estimator for one shape will be vary bad in
detecting non-Gaussianities coming from the other, and vice versa (see Ref. [3] for
more details). As such, one could modify the definition of cosine to account for the
noise and window function of a given CMB or large-scale structure experiment.

For a comprehensive search, we need a basis of shapes onto which one can project
the bispectra of the EFTI [4]. For P (X,φ) theories these are the bispectra from
π̇(∂iπ)2 and from π̇3, whose fNL is

f π̇
3

NL =
10

243

(
1− 1

c2
s

)(
c̃3 +

3

2
c2
s

)
. (2.34)
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The orthogonal shape was introduced for the purpose of obtaining this projection.
We plot it in the right panel of Fig. 4.

The orthogonal template takes its name from the fact that it has zero overlap
with the equilateral one, Sequil · Sortho = 0. So we can think of it as a second basis
vector in the infinite-dimensional space of shapes. Via the cosine we can then obtain
f
π̇(∂iπ)2

NL and f π̇3

NL in terms of f equil
NL and f ortho

NL .
Constraints on f equil

NL and f ortho
NL can then be translated into constraints on the

speed of sound and the c̃3 parameter using Eqs. (2.29), (2.34). This is what has
been done with CMB data from the WMAP and Planck satellites [37], and recently
from large-scale structure data from the BOSS galaxy survey (see discussion and
references in Section 3.12).

Before concluding this section, let us point out a theoretically motivated target
for f equil

NL and f ortho
NL , following Refs. [5, 6, 54]. These observables are directly related

to the cutoff of the EFT: larger fNL means lower strong coupling scale. As discussed
in section 2.6, the UV completion of the EFTI has a qualitatively different flavor
when Λ? � fπ, and in particular when cs � 1. Given the predictions Eq. (2.29) and
Eq. (2.34) we see that a natural target is f equil

NL , f ortho
NL ∼ 1. Much effort has been, and

continues to be, devoted to reaching this target.

2.8 Local non-Gaussianity and consistency relations

There is another important type of non-Gaussianity, the so-called non-Gaussianity
of the local type. Its template is

Slocal(k1, k2, k3) =
1

3

k2
1

k2k3

+ 2 perms. (2.35)

It derives its name from the fact that it comes from a nonlinear local correction to
a Gaussian variable: ζ(x) → ζ(x) + ζ2(x). Importantly, in Fig. 5 we see that it
peaks in the squeezed configuration, so it is very distinguishable from equilateral
and orthogonal non-Gaussianity.

Local non-Gaussianity vanishes in single-clock inflation. This is a consequence of
the fact that in single-clock inflation the squeezed limit of the bispectrum is uniquely
fixed in terms of the power spectrum by the consistency relation [7, 8, 45]:

lim
k1→0

Bζ(k1, k2, k3) =

[
−d ln k3

SPζ(kS)

d ln kS
+O

(
k2
L

k2
S

)]
Pζ(kL)Pζ(kS) , (2.36)

where we have defined

kL = k2 + k3 , kS =
k2 − k3

2
. (2.37)

This result can be derived in the following way. When the long mode k1 goes outside
the horizon, the associated perturbations in ADM variables N and N i defined in ζ
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Figure 5: Local template. It diverges as 1/x1 in the squeezed limit.

gauge go to zero. In this limit the metric becomes

ds2 ≈ −dt2 + a2(t)e2ζ(x)δijdx
idxj , (2.38)

where we used that ζ becomes a constant. The evolution of short-wavelength modes
is then the same as in an unperturbed FLRW Universe, but with a local scale factor
a2(t)e2ζ(x). Hence the correlation between the long mode and two short modes is
given by a scale tranformation as in Eq. (2.36). Then, we can say that single-
clock inflation does not produce local non-Gaussianity: if we measure the squeezed
limit of a three-point function, we do not learn anything more than what we would
learn from measuring the two-point function. In other words, the long-wavelength
field ζ(x) can be locally removed from the metric by a large gauge transformation
given by Eq. (2.36), and therefore it is locally unobservable.

Consistency relations for single-field inflation have been an active area of study
in the past decade. The main result given in Eq. (2.36) has been generalized for
higher-order correlation functions and including soft tensor modes [51, 55–58], as
well as the case of multiple soft limits [59, 60].

The same line of reasoning used to derive inflationary consistency relations can
be extended from the horizon exit to re-entry of the long modes. This results in
consistency relations for cosmological observables, that all take the form of Eq. (2.36).
The more famous are the so-called consistency relations for large-scale structure [61–
67], but similar results have been obtained for CMB anisotropies and CMB spectral
distortions [68–70].

At phenomenological level, consistency relations play a very important role.
They imply that any detection of local non-Gaussianity, i.e. a violation of the consis-
tency relations, would rule out all models described by the single-field EFTI. This is
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why most of the current experimental effort, as far as the physics of the primordial
Universe is concerned, is focused on local non-Gaussianity.

2.9 Beyond single-clock inflation

Presence of additional degrees of freedom can significantly modify the predictions of
inflation. For instance, inflationary models with extra massless fields (often called
“multifield models”) can generate local non-Gaussianity [71–75]. Therefore, they can
violate the single-field consistency condition Eq. (2.36).

In fact, new degrees of freedom even if massive leave their imprints in the
squeezed limit of non-Gaussian correlators [76–79]. For instance, the exchange of
a scalar field of mass m leads to a squeezed-limit behavior proportional to

1

k3
Lk

3
S

(
kL
kS

) 3
2

+iµ

+ c.c. with iµ =

√
9

4
− m2

H2
. (2.39)

This becomes similar to the local non-Gaussianity as m2/H2 → 0, while there is
a distinct oscillatory behavior when m/H > 3/2. If the exchanged particle had
a nonzero spin s, then the squeezed limit correlator would also have an angular
dependence Ps(k̂L · k̂S). Hence by investigating the squeezed-limit of inflationary
correlators, we are effectively doing spectroscopy of that era.

Of course, these additional degrees of freedom can be included in the EFTI
to reproduce the known results, but more importantly to explore the full range of
possibilities that are consistent with the symmetries. Some works along these lines
are [80–85].

To highlight an example, let us recall the Higuchi bound: massive unitary
representations of de Sitter group with nonzero spin cannot be arbitrarily light:
m2 > s(s − 1)H2 [86]. This bound suppresses the strength of the squeezed-limit
signal coming from spinning degrees of freedom (see Eq. (2.39)). However, even if
inflationary spacetime is very close to de Sitter, the Higuchi bound can be strongly
violated because dS isometries are broken during inflation (there are preferred time
slices). EFT of Inflation helps systematically study this possibility, which indeed
leads to phenomenologically interesting signatures [85].

Constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity have been so far driven by CMB
experiments, but to improve these constraints we should explore other probes. Chief
among these probes is large-scale structure. In order to obtain robust constraints
on primordial non-Gaussianity from large-scale structure, however, we must have an
accurate theoretical description of nonlinearities from gravitational collapse, since
these act as a “noise” for the extraction of the primordial signal. This is where the
EFT of LSS, another success in the application of effective field theory techniques to
cosmology, comes into play.
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3 Effective Field Theory of Large-Scale Structure

The density fluctuations seeded during inflation can be observed through perturba-
tions of the CMB and large-scale structure. Large-scale structure is the distribution
of matter on cosmological scales at low redshifts. This distribution is measured
through various channels: weak lensing of the CMB and galaxies, spectroscopic
galaxy surveys, Lyman-α intensity absorption patterns etc. In order to get more
information about our Universe one has to establish the connection between these
observables and fundamental properties of the Universe. To that end, it is desirable to
analyze large-scale structure data just like the CMB, where one uses linear cosmologi-
cal perturbation theory to extract cosmological parameters from the observed spectra
of temperature and polarization fluctuations. However, the large-scale structure ob-
servables are somewhat different from the CMB ones. The low-redshift Universe is
strongly affected by gravitational instability and complex galaxy formation physics,
neither of which can be adequately modeled within linear cosmological perturbation
theory. On the other hand, the number of modes available for measurements in large-
scale structure experiments is nominally much larger than that of the CMB because
the matter distribution is essentially three-dimensional. Potentially, this may lead
to very precise measurements of cosmological parameters provided that large-scale
structure can be accurately modeled.

The effective field theory of large scale structure [9, 10] and its spin-offs [87–89]
are theoretical tools for accurate analytic calculations of non-linear structure forma-
tion in our Universe. The main object of this theory are small fluctuations in the
number density of biased tracers, such as galaxies, expanded around homogeneous
and isotropic background given by a cosmological model at hand. The cutoff of this
theory is given by the scale where the gravitational collapse become very nonlinear or
where the impact of astrophysical processes involving baryons is significant. Below
this cutoff, the evolution and interactions of the long-wavelength density fluctua-
tions are fixed by gravity as the only long-range force and symmetries of the system.
Remarkably, this allows for the description of structure formation on large scales
in terms of a weakly-coupled theory, even when the details of complicated baryonic
physics governing galaxy formation are unknown. In this way the EFT of LSS pro-
vides a direct link between the (non)-Gaussian initial conditions set by inflation and
the late Universe observables. In what follows we will review the current state of this
field.

3.1 Fluid description of the large-scale structure

In order to illustrate the main principles of the EFT of LSS, we will focus on a simple
example where the Universe is dominated by collisionless non-relativistic particles.
Such example is already very generic. These particles can represent dark matter,
small dark matter halos (as is often the case in numerical N-body simulations) or
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they can be any other compact objects, such as primordial black holes. Since the
gravitation collapse takes place sufficiently inside the Hubble horizon, it essentially
occurs in the Newtonian non-relativistic regime. In this regime, the exact description
of a system of N identical particles of mass m which interact only gravitationally
is given by the Vlasov equation for the total phase-space probability distribution
function (PDF) f(t,p,x),

∂f

∂t
+

pi

ma2

∂f

∂xi
−m

∑
a,b;a6=b

∂φa
∂xi

∂fb
∂pi

= 0 , (3.1)

where φa and fb are the single-particle gravitational potentials and phase-space den-
sities, and f =

∑N
a=1 fa. This setup allows us to obtain the equation of motion for

the long-wavelength degrees of freedom by explicitly integrating out the UV modes.
This is in practice achieved by coarse-graining the Boltzmann equation by means of
a low-pass filter with some cutoff scale Λ and taking the first two moments of the
resulting filtered phase-space PDF, which yields [9, 10]

∂τδ + ∂i[(1 + δ)vi] = 0 ,

∂τv
i +Hvi + ∂iΦ + vj∂jv

i = − 1

aρ
∂jτ

ij ,

∆Φ =
3

2
H2Ωmδ .

(3.2)

In these equations we used conformal time dτ = dt/a , Ωm is the time-dependent
matter density fraction which enters the Friedmann equation, H = ∂τa/a is the
conformal Hubble parameter, Φ is the gravitational potential and δ ≡ δρ/ρ̄ and vi

are the filtered density contrast and peculiar velocity fields, constructed by coarse-
graining the density and momentum fields,

ρ ≡ m

a3

∫
d3p f(p,x) ,

vi

ρ
≡ 1

a4

∫
d3p pif(p,x) . (3.3)

As argued in [9], consistent truncation of the infinite hierarchy of moments of the
Boltzmann equation is possible as long as the scales of interest are larger than the
effective mean free path of dark matter particles. Crucially, on the right hand side
of the Euler equation in (3.2) we see the appearance of an effective stress-tensor
τ ij, which is generated by integrating out the short-scale fluctuations. As we will
argue shortly, this effective stress-tensor can be expanded in the powers of spacial
derivatives and long-wavelength density fields on large scales. Therefore, the fluid
description of our Universe is possible as long as the following condition is satisfied

k

kNL

� 1 , (3.4)

where k is a wavenumber of density perturbations and k−1
NL ∼ 5 Mpc (at redshift zero)

is the so-called nonlinear scale for which the variance of the density field becomes of
order unity: (2π2)−1Plin(kNL)k3

NL ≈ 1.
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Eq. (3.2) is the equation of motion for the long-wavelength degrees of freedom.
We have obtained it starting from a simple exact description of a self-gravitating
system and explicitly integrating out the UV modes. However, as in any other EFT,
the same equations of motion can be derived identifying the relevant long-wavelength
degrees of freedom and imposing all symmetries of the system [90], even when the UV
model is unknown. Therefore, the long-wavelength description given by Eq. (3.2) is
universal, i.e. by construction it covers all possible microscopic scenarios of structure
formation. This description allows one to capture effects of unspecified UV physics
in a systematic and robust fashion. This is not surprising, given that the EFT
decoupling principle guarantees that the impact of any UV physics can be captured
by effective operators constructed from the long-wavelength degrees of freedom only.

3.2 Stress tensor and (non–)locality in time

Filtering short-scale modes produces an effective stress-energy tensor in the Euler
equation Eq. (3.2). This tensor depends only on the long-wavelength degrees of
freedom, i.e. the smoothed density contrast and peculiar velocity. These two fields
contain deterministic and stochastic components. The deterministic component is
correlated with the long-wavelength fields, while the stochastic is not. However, its
statistical properties are strongly constrained by symmetries, i.e. the presence of the
stochastic component still allows the theory to be predictive.

On sufficiently large scales the non-linear evolution is negligible, and hence these
quantities are small. Thus, the deterministic part of the effective stress-tensor can be
Taylor-expanded in powers of the wavenumbers and the large scale fields and spatial
derivatives. The most general expression consistent with the rotation invariance and
the equivalence principle is given by [91]

1

aρ
∂jτ

ij =

∫
dτ ′ K(τ, τ ′) ∂iδ(xfl[x, τ ; τ ′], τ ′) + ... , (3.5)

where K(τ, τ ′) is a time propagator, xfl[x, τ ; τ ′] is the position of the fluid element
(x, τ) at time τ ′. We emphasize that the effective stress tensor depends on fields
evaluated on the past light-cone, i.e. the EFT of LSS is in general nonlocal in time
[92]. In conventional effective field theories the time scale of short modes is faster than
the time scale of long-wavelength degrees of freedom, in which case their evolution
can be approximated as quasi-instantaneous, i.e. quasi-local in time. However, in
the context of LSS both short and large scales evolve on the same characteristic
timescale H−1. Nevertheless, in perturbation theory the fields in the right hand side
of Eq. (3.5) can be Taylor-expanded around the fluid trajectory such that the theory
can be reformulated in terms of local-in-time operators. Thus, the effective stress
tensor at next-to-leading order is given by [10, 91, 93–95]

− 1

aρ
∂jτ

ij = −c2
s∂

iδ+
c2
v

H∂
i∂kv

k− c1∂
iδ2− c2∂

i(sklskl)− c3s
ij∂jδ−

1

aρ
∂jτ

ij
stoch. , (3.6)
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where c2
s, c

2
v, c1,2,3 are time-dependent Wilson coefficients, and we have introduced

the tidal tensor as
sij =

2

3ΩmH2

(
∂i∂jΦ−

1

3
δij∆Φ

)
. (3.7)

The general basis of counterterms at higher orders involves convective derivatives [93,
96, 97], which come from expanding xfl in Eq. (3.5). τ ijstoch. is the stochastic contri-
bution which is uncorrelated with δ. It is local and analytic in space and obeys the
equivalence principle, as well as the mass and momentum conservation. At the lowest
order it is given by

∂i

[
1

aρ
∂jτ

ij
stoch.

]
= J0 , 〈J0(k)J0(k′)〉 ∝

(
k

kNL

)4

. (3.8)

3.3 Loop expansion

Plugging (3.6) into (3.2) we obtain effective equations of motion of the matter fluid.
At linear order in δ, vi it solved by the linear growing mode

δ(1) = −(Hf)−1∂iv
i
(1) = D(τ)δ0(k) , (3.9)

where δ0(k) is the initial density field and D(τ) is the linear growth factor normalized
to unity at zero redshift, f ≡ d lnD/d ln a is the logarithmic growth factor. The
initial conditions for structure formation are set after recombination, such that δ0(k)

is a nearly Gaussian random field, whose properties are encoded in the linear power
spectrum Plin:

〈δ0(k)δ0(k′)〉 = (2π)3δ(3)(k + k′)Plin(k) , (3.10)

such that at leading order (in linear theory) we have

〈δ(1)(τ,k)δ(1)(τ,k
′)〉 = (2π)3δ(3)(k + k′)D2(τ)Plin(k) .

To solve Eq.(3.2) it is convenient to work in the EdS approximation, and to split
the fields of interest δ and θ ≡ −(Hf)−1∂iv

i into two parts.4 One part is obtained
upon formally setting the effective stress tensor to zero, while the other part will
include corrections due to the presence of this tensor. This way the total perturbative
solution for the matter density can be written as

δ = [δ(1) + δ(2) + δ(3) + ...] + δc
(1) + ... , (3.11)

and similarly for the velocity divergence θ. The δ(n) corrections are given by

δ(n)(τ,k) = Dn(τ)

∫
q1...qn

Fn(q1, ...,qn)δ(3)

(
n∑
i=1

qi − k

)
δ0(q1)...δ0(qn) , (3.12)

4In cosmological perturbation theory only the longitudinal part of vi has a growing mode. The
transverse part decays in linear theory but gets excited at the non-linear level. In principle, it can
be taken into account, but its contribution is negligible for most applications [90].
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Figure 6: Diagrams contributing to the deterministic part of the one-loop matter power spec-
trum. Taken from Ref. [98].

where Fn(q1, ...,qn) are certain convolution kernels whose form is dictated by the
non-linear structure of the pressureless fluid equations. Explicitly for the first three
kernels we have:

F1(q) = 1 , F2(q1,q2) =
5

7
+

(q1 · q2)

2

(
1

q2
1

+
1

q2
2

)
+

2

7

(q1 · q2)2

q2
1q

2
2

. (3.13)

The first correction generated by the stress-tensor is given by

δc
(1) = −γk2δ(1)(τ,k) , γ ≡ − 1

D(a)

∫
da′D(a′)Gδ(a, a

′)(c2
s + c2

v) , (3.14)

where Gδ(a, a
′) is the density field Green’s function of the linearized fluid equa-

tions [10]. The two-point function of the matter field including leading order non-
linearities (i.e. one-loop corrections) is given by PNLO = D2(τ)Plin(k) + P1−loop(τ, k)

with

P1−loop(τ, k) = 2D4(τ)

∫
q

F 2
2 (k− q,q)Plin(|k− q|)Plin(q)

+ 6D4(τ)Plin(k)

∫
q

F3(k,−q,q)Plin(q)− 2γ(τ)k2 D2(τ)Plin(k) + cstochk
4 .

(3.15)

This correction admits a representation in terms of Feynman diagrams shown in
Fig. 6.

The split of the perturbative solution (3.11) is useful for the EFT power counting.
On mildly-nonlinear scales the linear power spectrum can be approximated as a
power-law Plin = (k/kNL)n with n ≈ −1.5 [99, 90]. Using the approximate Lifshitz
symmetry the dimensionless power spectrum can be written as,

∆2(k) =

(
k

kNL

)n+3
(

1 +

(
k

kNL

)n+3 [
a1 + a2 ln

k

kNL

])

+ bc

(
k

kNL

)n+5

+ bstoch

(
k

kNL

)7

+ ... ,

(3.16)

where the first line contains one-loop corrections produced by the intrinsic non-
linearity of the fluid equations, while the second line displays the terms coming from
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the deterministic and stochastic parts of the effective stress tensor. The two-loop
corrections scale as

∆2
2−loop(k) ∼

(
k

kNL

)2(n+3)

, (3.17)

which indeed confirms that at NLO we only need to keep the effective operators with
Wilson coefficients c2

s and c2
v. Note, however, that the actual power spectrum of our

Universe is not a power-law. In particular, it has the BAO wiggles, which break the
naive power counting in k/kNL and require a special treatment within a procedure
called IR resummation.

3.4 UV renormalization and IR resummation

The UV limit of the one-loop integral in Eq. (3.15) reads

P1−loop(τ, k)
∣∣∣
UV

= − 61

630π2
D4(τ)k2Plin(k)

∫
k�q

q2dq
Plin(q)

q2
. (3.18)

At face value, UV modes couple to modes with mildly-nonlinear wavenumbers k ∼
0.1 h/Mpc through the variance of the short mode displacement field. We see that
this integral diverges for a generic initial power spectrum. This divergence is exactly
canceled by the Wilson coefficient γ(τ), which ensures that the physically observed
quantities such as the density field n-point correlation functions are finite. Their
dependence on short-scale physics is captured by the finite part of γ(τ), which can
been accurately measured in N-body simulations [10, 100, 98, 101] or can be inferred
from the data.

The IR limit of the one-loop integral reads [102, 103]:

P1−loop(τ, k)
∣∣∣
IR

= D4(τ)

∫
q: q�k

Plin(q)
(k · q)2

q4

(
e−q·∇k′ − 1

)
Plin(k′)

∣∣∣∣∣
k′=k

. (3.19)

If the linear power spectrum did not have any feature i.e. Plin = Psmooth, such
that ∂kPsmooth(k) ∼ (1/k)Psmooth(k), the differential operator above could be Taylor-
expanded and we would find that the IR modes couple to a mildly-nonlinear mode
k though the variance of the large-scale density field [104–107, 65],

P1−loop, smooth(k)
∣∣∣
IR
∼ Psmooth(k)

∫
q�k

q2dq Psmooth(q) . (3.20)

This coupling is rather weak. However, Plin contains BAO wiggles, whose coupling to
IR modes is enhanced. Approximating Plin = Psmooth+Pwiggly with Pwiggly ∝ cos(krBAO),
(rBAO ' 110 h−1Mpc is the comoving acoustic horizon at decoupling) we obtain

P1−loop, wiggly(τ, k)
∣∣∣
IR

= −Σ2k2D2(τ)Pwiggly(k) (3.21)

≡ −
[
D2(τ)

6π2

∫
q�k

dqPlin(q) (1− j0(qrBAO) + 2j2(qrBAO))

]
k2D2(τ)Pwiggly(k) .
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The integral Σ2 receives contributions from modes all the way up to k, and it is
numerically close to the large-scale variance of the displacement field, which turns
out to be quite large, i.e. k2Σ2 ∼ O(1) at z ∼ 0 for modes of interest k ∼ 0.1 h/Mpc.
Hence, the higher order soft loop corrections to (3.21) are not negligible and must
be resummed for the correct description of the BAO. This procedure is called “IR
resummation” [108, 102, 103, 109, 11, 110–112]. It was originally formulated within
the Lagrangian effective field theory, but shortly it was shown that IR resummation
can be performed directly at the diagrammatic level within the Eulerian EFT [103,
111]. At zeroth order in hard loops (with q & k) one has

PIR−res, wiggly(τ, k) = e−k
2Σ2

(D2(τ)Pwiggly(k)) . (3.22)

3.5 Flavors of the EFTs

It is important to stress that at the technical level, there are several different ways
to realize the EFT of LSS ideas. The original proposal of the EFT in Eulerian fluid
variables that we have discussed so far is plagued by the large IR contributions that
require IR resummation. IR resummation in terms of Eulerian fluid variables is com-
plicated by the presence of the spurious IR enhancements in the loop diagrams. This
motivated the development of the Lagrangian EFT of LSS [87, 89, 109, 113–116]. The
Lagrangian EFT of LSS also partially resums some of the UV contributions. From
the computation efficiency point of view, however, it is still beneficial to work in Eule-
rian space. In this case it is still possible to perform a systematic IR resummation, as
discussed in Sec. 3.4, which is particularly manifest within a path integral formulation
of the EFT of LSS known as Time-Sliced Perturbation Theory [88, 103, 111, 117].
All these different techniques agree within the overlapping domains. This reflects
the uniqueness property of the EFT: the predictions for physical processes do not
depend on a particular formulation, once the results are compared to the same order
in appropriate small parameters. In other words, at a given order in relevant IR and
UV small parameters, the difference between the EFT formulations appears only at
higher orders.

3.6 Biased tracers

So far we have discussed the clustering of pure matter. The galaxy density field
observed in cosmological surveys is a biased tracer of the underlying dark matter field.
The relationship between them is given by a past light-cone integral over local long
wavelength perturbations of matter density, velocity, and tidal fields [118, 96, 119–
122],

δg =

∫ τ

dτ ′H(τ ′)
[
β1(τ, τ ′)δ(τ ′,xfl) + β2(τ, τ ′)H−1∂iv

i(τ ′,xfl) + β3(τ, τ ′)δ2(τ ′,xfl)

+ β4(τ, τ ′)R2
∗∂

2
xfl
δ(τ ′,xfl) + β5(τ, τ ′)H−4(∂i∂jφ)2(τ ′,xfl) + β6(τ, τ ′)ε(τ ′,xfl) + ...

]
,

(3.23)
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where ε is a random field uncorrelated with δ, which captures the stochasticity of the
tracer, βi are time-dependent kernels with characteristic timescale H−1 and order-
one amplitudes, i.e. ∂τβi ∼ H, R∗ is the typical length scale of the object. Just
like in the case of the effective stress-tensor of matter that we discussed above, the
apparent non-locality in time in Eq. (3.23) can be removed in perturbation theory
by Taylor-expanding around the fluid trajectory, which allows one to rewrite the bias
relation as a local-in-time expression [119]5

δg = b1δ +
b2

2
δ2 + bG2G2 + b∇2δ∇2δ + bΓ3Γ3 + ε+ ... , (3.24)

where ε is the stochastic field uncorrelated with the long-scale perturbations, and we
have introduced new Galileon operators

G2(Φ) ≡ (∂i∂jΦ)2 − (∆Φ)2 , Γ3 ≡ G2(Φ)− G2(Φv) , (3.25)

(Φv is the velocity potential), and “...” denote both the operators which do not con-
tribute to the one-loop power spectrum after renormalization and higher order op-
erators. Free parameters b1, b2, bG2 , b∇2δ, bΓ3 are time-dependent Wilson coefficients.
In the cases where the bias tracers are galaxies or dark matter halos, these bias
parameters, up to quartic order, have already been detected in simulations, see
e.g. [126, 127, 121, 128–130].

Importantly, the bias expansion has a new UV scale R∗, which can be associated
with the typical size of the collapsed object [96, 118, 121, 129]. For halos this has the
order of magnitude of the Lagrangian radius of the overdensity clump that collapses
into a host halo. For the line emission this has the order of the Jeans scale of the
diffuse gas [121, 131]. For galaxies R∗ depends both on the host halo properties
and on the details of galaxy formation, e.g. the ambient radiation field and thermal
heating of intergalactic medium.

Another important difference compared to the dark matter case is that the power
spectrum of the stochastic field ε does not fall off on large scales as in Eq. (3.8), but it
is rather constant as k goes to zero. This is a consequence of the fact that for biased
tracers mass and momentum are not conserved, given that each galaxy is counted
the same, regardless of the mass of the host dark matter halo. This constant power
spectrum of the stochastic field is related to the well known Poisson noise for biased
tracers.

3.7 Redshift-space distortions

When galaxy surveys map the Universe they assign the radial position of galaxies
according to their redshifts. The observed galaxy redshift is contaminated by pe-

5Strictly speaking, it is possible to rewrite the bias expansion in the local-in-time form only in
the so-called Einstein-de-Sitter approximation for the time evolution [121], which is O(0.1 ÷ 1)%

accurate for redshifts relevant to current and future surveys. For works dealing with exact time
dependence, see for example [123–125].
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culiar velocity projections onto the line-of-sight, which gives rise to redshift-space
distortions (RSD). From the EFT point of view, RSD boil down to the following
velocity-dependent coordinate transformation

δ(z)(τ,k) = δ(τ,k) +

∫
d3x e−ik·x

(
exp

[
−ikzHvz(τ,x)

]
− 1

)
(1 + δ(τ,x)) , (3.26)

where z denotes the line-of-sight direction and we have employed the plane-parallel
approximation valid on short scales. Taylor expanding the exponent in the RSD
mapping and coarse graining the resulting composite operators involving various
insertions of velocity fields one obtains a set of new Wilson coefficients which properly
renormalize the UV sensitivity of the redshift-space density. Thus, the redshift-space
mapping is an additional source of non-linearity which can be consistently taken into
account within the EFT [132, 133, 11].

3.8 Baryons in the EFT of LSS

One particularly compelling advantage of the EFT framework for LSS is that it is
possible to include analytically the effects of small scale baryonic, or star-formation,
physics on large-scale clustering [134, 135]. In this approach, one treats the CDM
and baryons as separate fluids coupled through gravity, each with its own set of
EFT parameters which capture the UV properties of the system. The functional
form of these effects on large scales, i.e. as a function of k, is fixed by symmetries
and organized in a controlled derivative expansion, just like the the pure CDM case
described above. For predictions on large scales, this can be a significant advantage
over relying on N -body simulations that include baryonic processes. This is because,
unlike the case for pure CDM, we do not know a priori the short-scale baryonic
physics that should be included in the simulations.

As an example, [135] used this approach to compute the CMB lensing poten-
tial and compare with a numerical simulation (see Fig. 7), which shows quite good
agreement up to ` ≈ 2000. This is an important observable because it can be used to
probe neutrino masses in CMB-S4, and much of the constraining power for a mass
sum of less than 120 MeV comes from ` . 2100 [136].

3.9 EFT of LSS at the field level

So far we have been focusing on calculation of correlation functions. However, the
EFT of LSS naturally predicts the full non-linear density field, given some realization
of the initial conditions. This can be exploited in two ways.

First, the field-level predictions provide a natural way to compare the theory to
numerical simulations. If they share the same initial conditions, the comparison can
be done without paying the price of cosmic variance. Furthermore, such comparison
is much more stringent since one has to fit all Fourier modes and not only the
summary statistics. This has been exploited in the past to provide the first reliable
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Figure 7: From [135]. Caption edited for context: Ratio of the total baryon-plus-dark-matter
and dark-matter-only lensing potential power spectra Cψ,A` /Cψ,DM only

` using the two-loop EFT
predictions. The green band is the projected error for CMB-S4 [136], the gray band is the estimated
theory error coming from the ‘high-k approximation’ described in [135], and the teal band is the
estimated error coming from the three-loop terms in the EFT. The dashed blue line is the result of
direct numerical integration of the outputs of the simulations. We see that CMB-S4 will be highly
sensitive to the effects of baryons on the lensing potential, and that the two-loop EFT can reliably
capture these effects up to ` . 2000, and actually even beyond.

measurements of the EFT parameters and the nonlinear scale [137, 138] as well as
for the detailed comparison of theory and simulations for biased tracers in real and
redshift space [139, 140].

Second, these methods can be used to construct the field-level EFT likelihood in
the perturbative forward modelling. Such approach aims at measuring cosmological
parameters from the full nonlinear field, without using summary statistics. A lot of
progress has been made recently towards achieving this goal, see for instance [141–
149].

Finally, some progress was made recently in fixing the form of galaxy correla-
tion functions using only symmetries of the system and the equivalence principle,
without explicitly relying on the equations of motion. This is inspired by the sim-
ilar cosmological bootstrap approach to derive the form of inflationary correlators
from symmetries and general principles such as locality and unitarity. The natural
starting point for this “LSS bootstrap” is at the field level, where various theoretical
constraints can be straightforwardly imposed [150, 151].

3.10 Extensions

Other important extensions of the EFT include the incorporation of non-Gaussian
initial conditions [133, 120, 152, 153], IR-resummation of primordial oscillating fea-
tures [117, 154, 155], and an accurate treatment of massive neutrinos. The later
is a conceptually challenging task, as the neutrino free-streaming scale lfs is signifi-
cantly longer than the non-linear scale k−1

NL. However, massive neutrinos can be split
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Type Power spectrum Bispectrum Trispectrum

Matter in real space 3-loop 2-loop 1-loop
Biased tracers in real space 1-loop 1-loop —

Biased tracers in redshift space 1-loop 0-loop —

Table 1: Available EFT calculations for the two-, three-, and four-point functions of various
tracers.

into “fast” and “slow” ones, which allows to identify a small parameter in the regime
k > l−1

fs and systematically compute their effect on dark matter clustering [156, 157].
Another important task is to account for selection effects, which may be present

in realistic surveys. The effective operators capturing these effects at leading orders
are given in Ref. [158]. The extensions for CMB lensing, galaxy lensing, and intrinsic
alignments are worked out in Refs. [159, 160]. The incorporation of additional degrees
of freedom associated with dark energy and modified gravity was done in Refs. [161–
166] and is described in more detail in Sec. 4.

3.11 State-of-the-art computations

The state-of-the-art EFT calculations that have been carried out up to now are
listed in Table 1, see Refs. [91, 107, 100, 167, 95, 168–173]. These calculations
must be extended to higher loop orders and higher n-point functions in order to
use more observed modes in cosmological data analyses. The consistent inclusion
of massive neutrinos has been done for the one-loop power spectrum and tree-level
matter bispectum [156, 157]. The results of IR resummation formally exist for an
arbitrary n-point function and for an arbitrary number of hard loops both in real
and redshift spaces and for a generic biased tracer [111].

It is worth mentioning that the computation of EFT loop corrections requires
efficient numerical tools to evaluate perturbation theory convolution integrals. These
techniques are necessary in order to apply the EFT calculations to observational data.
FFTLog is one of such techniques [174–176]. It has been worked out to one-loop order
for biased tracers in redshift space [177], for the two-loop power spectrum and the
one-loop bispectrum for matter in real space [176], and for BAO resummation in
[112].

Finally, combining all these efforts, a several independent codes have been writ-
ten with the aim at providing efficient and reliable state-of-the-art EFT computa-
tions [177, 178, 14].

3.12 Applications to current and future data

The EFT of LSS allows one to take advantage of the cosmological information en-
coded in the full shape of the observed galaxy power spectrum. This means a con-
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Figure 8: Cosmological parameters of the base ΛCDM model as measured from the EFT-based
full-shape (FS) BOSS DR12 and eBOSS ELG redshift-space galaxy power spectrum likelihoods
combined with final post-reconstruction BAO measurements from BOSS and eBOSS surveys and
the BBN baryon density prior (FS+BAO+BBN, in blue). The results of the Planck CMB 2018
baseline analysis [181] are shown for comparison in red. See Ref. [182] for more detail.

sistent analysis of the large-scale structure data that includes fitting fundamental
cosmological parameters directly from the power spectrum shape, as it is routinely
done in cosmological analyses of the CMB.6 This analysis has been done for the first
time in Refs. [12, 13], which showed that galaxy power spectrum measurements from
the Baryon acoustic Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) data release 12 [180]
is a powerful source of cosmological information.

EFT-based analyses of the BOSS data yield the CMB-independent measure-
ments of the parameters of the base ΛCDM model and its extensions [181]: the
Hubble constant H0, the current matter density fraction Ωm, the primordial power
spectrum amplitude As and tilt ns, the mass fluctuation amplitude σ8, as well as
constraints on the spatial curvature of the Universe Ωk, and the dark energy equa-

6This can be contrasted with the nomenclature of some previous works, which used the term “full
shape” for an analysis which studies how a particular fixed power spectrum template gets distorted
by the Alcock-Paczynski effect [179].
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tion of state parameters [183–186, 178, 187, 188, 182, 189, 14]. Remarkably, many
of these parameters are measured with precision similar to that of the Planck CMB
data results, e.g. H0 and Ωm, see Fig. 8. Besides, combining the EFT-based full-
shape BOSS likelihood with the CMB data has lead to new constraints on the total
neutrino mass, effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom [190]. Moreover,
the new BOSS likelihood allowed one to derive new constrains on certain models
addressing the so-called “Hubble tension.” The use of the EFT-based likelihood was
crucial in order to show that such models are ruled out by the current large-scale
structure data [191, 192].

In addition, another exciting development has been the application of the EFT
of LSS to constrain primordial non-Gaussianities (see Sec. 2.7) [15, 16], including
the first-ever bounds on single-field primordial non-Gaussianity from galaxy surveys.
Local-type non-Gaussianity, typical for multifield models, has been constrained using
the scale-dependent bias of the power spectrum in, for example, [193–195].

The sensitivity forecasts for ongoing experiments such as Euclid and DESI sug-
gest that the application of the EFT to these surveys can lead to significant improve-
ments in cosmological parameter measurements [196]. This includes a 5σ-detection
of the sum of neutrino masses and 0.1% measurement of the Hubble constant from
the combination of the Planck CMB and Euclid/DESI data. Also, recent constraints
on non-Gaussianity suggest promising and competitive results in the future, given
the volume of ongoing state-of-the-art surveys and the ability of EFT formalism
to provide more precise computation of relevant observables. These conclusions are
based on a realistic analysis including marginalization over all necessary Wilson coef-
ficients and data cuts consistent with the theoretical error [197], which is determined
by calculations that are available at present. The results are expected to improve
with more precise calculations and with better priors on Wilson coefficients, which
can be obtained from high fidelity numerical simulations [198]. Indeed, these types
of analyses, and their higher-precision versions of the future, were one of the main
motivations for the development of the EFT of LSS.

Looking beyond this decade to the next generation of high-redshift spectroscopic
surveys, an increase by another order of magnitude in the number of observed galaxies
is expected (for example, see the snowmass white paper on opportunities of high-
redshift and large-volume future surveys [199] and references therein). In this coming
era of the ultimate precision, the EFT methods discussed here will be even more
valuable.

4 Effective Field Theory of Dark Energy

Observationally speaking, Einstein’s theory of General Relativity (GR), as far as we
can tell, successfully describes gravitational and cosmological phenomena over an
enormous range of length and time scales. For example, GR describes small effects
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in our Solar System, such as the precession of the perihelion of Mercury and the
bending of light around the Sun, it describes large effects like the expansion of the
Universe, both at early and late times, it describes gravitational-wave emission by
binary inspirals, and it describes black holes. The broad applicability of GR, however,
is (most likely) not simply a convenient accident. GR is the unique low-energy
Lorentz invariant theory of an interacting massless spin-2 particle (see e.g. [200, 201]),
and gauge invariance of the action implies that all other fields couple to gravity with
the same strength (this is called the equivalence principle, see e.g. [202]). These facts
make the predictions of the universal, long-range force quite robust.

The standard cosmological paradigm, describing the large-scale evolution of the
Universe from the moments after the Big Bang until the current time, is GR with a
cosmological constant Λ coupled to a fluid-like system of cold dark matter (CDM)
particles, called ΛCDM. This model so far successfully describes cosmological phe-
nomena such as the cosmic microwave background, Big Bang nucleosynthesis, the
large-scale structure of the Universe, and gravitational lensing of galaxies, to name
a few.

A historically theoretically worrying critique of the ΛCDM paradigm, though, is
the cosmological constant problem. This is the fact that the observed value of the
background energy density Λ4 is 60 to 120 orders of magnitude smaller than what is
expected from our understanding of particle physics, and seems to represent a huge
fine-tuning problem for the theory [203]. In response to this problem, Weinberg sug-
gested the compelling anthropic solution [204, 205]. His argument roughly goes like
this. First of all, viewing GR as a low-energy effective field theory, the cosmological
constant Λ is the most relevant operator, and so is generically expected to be present
in the low-energy theory, although its value is not known a priori. In order to es-
timate its value, Weinberg pointed out that if it were much larger than the current
observed value, there would be no stars or planets (and therefore no humans) in the
Universe. Thus, if there are many patches of the Universe with different values of Λ

(for example, in a multiverse scenario), then humans would only exist in the patches
with small values of Λ.

This then brings us to dark energy (DE) and modified gravity theories,7 which
are essentially attempts to change the low-energy dynamics of gravitation. Histori-
cally speaking, these theories were considered, in part, as potential explanations for
various perceived theoretical shortcomings of GR, such as in the Brans-Dicke theory
[206] and early quintessence models [207]. Theories of DE and modified gravity at-
tempt, among other things, to solve the cosmological constant problem8 or explain
the acceleration of the Universe without an explicit cosmological constant (so-called
self-accelerating solutions, see for example [208]). While the history of motivations

7For the purposes of this review, we do not make a meaningful distinction between DE and
modified gravity theories.

8Although no compelling solution has yet been found.
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to study extensions to GR (see [209] for example for a review) is important, we prefer
to take a slightly different perspective in this review, one more in line with the EFT
principles that we have been discussing. Here we simply ask what are the possible
observable deviations from ΛCDM? The question in this form has the advantage
that it points us toward systematic ways in which we can test GR and look for de-
viations caused by new physics, which is especially relevant in this era of precision
cosmological measurements.9

4.1 Unitary-gauge action in the presence of matter

In this review, we focus on modifications to ΛCDM arising from an extra scalar mode
which is related to the breaking of time diffeomorphisms in the Universe (i.e. the
presence of the preferred slicing of space-time where the CMB is nearly homogenous
and isotropic). As discussed above in Sec. 2.1, a general way of describing all such
possible modifications is to write the action for the metric in unitary gauge. Instead
of demanding that the action be diffeomorphism invariant, we demand that it be
invariant under time-dependent spatial diffeomorphisms. Since the action has less
symmetry, there is an extra scalar degree of freedom in addition to the normal two
degrees of freedom of the graviton, and the scalar mode can be made manifest by
performing the Stueckelberg trick. In fact, this procedure is exactly the same as
the one discussed in Sec. 2.1 for the EFTI, with the only difference now being that,
because we want to describe late-Universe physics, we have to include the coupling
of the metric to matter.

The full action S is made up of a gravitational part SG, and a matter part SM ,

S = SG + SM . (4.1)

In terms of covariant objects like the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ and the covariant deriva-
tive ∇µ, as well as time-diffeomorphism breaking operators like g00 and the extrinsic
curvature Kµν , the gravitational action has the form [1, 2, 17]

SG =

∫
d4x
√−g FG

(
Rµνρσ, g

00, Kµν ,∇µ; t
)
. (4.2)

Here, the index ‘0’ referrs to the time coordinate t which parameterizes equal-time
surfaces. The matter action can also in principle depend on all of the aforementioned
fields and the matter fields, χa, coupled in such a way that allows operators which
break time diffeomorphisms. Thus, the generic form is (see [80] for example)

SM =

∫
d4x
√−g FM

(
Rµνρσ, g

00, Kµν ,∇µ, χa; t
)
, (4.3)

9Upcoming observations range from galaxy surveys like the Rubin Observatory (formally LSST),
Euclid, and DESI, to CMBmeasurements with CMB-S4, to 21cm emission measurements with SKA,
to measurements of gravitational waves with LIGO/Virgo, together representing billions of dollars
of international investment.
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with the same rule that for any covariant object, it is allowed to appear with an
upper 0 index. Once the action is written in this way, the Stueckelberg trick can be
used to introduce the scalar mode π just as in Eq. (2.12), for example.

In this review, we assume the existence of a frame, called the Jordan frame, where
each matter species is minimally coupled to the same metric. Then, the action in
the Jordan frame in unitary gauge reads

S = SG[gµν ] + SM [gµν , χa], (4.4)

where SG is as in Eq. (4.2), but SM is fully diffeomorphism invariant. For the matter
action, we can write

SM = −1

2

∫
d4x
√−g T (m)

µν δg
µν (4.5)

where for pressureless CDM, we have

T (m)
µν = ρmuµuν (4.6)

where ρm is the energy density in the rest frame of the fluid, and uµ is the fluid
four-velocity. In the non-relativistic limit, we have

T (m)0
0 = −ρm ≡ −ρ̄m(1 + δ) , T (m)0

i = ρmav
i , T (m)i

j = ρmv
ivj , (4.7)

and we have introduced the background energy density ρ̄m(t), the overdensity δ and
the fluid three-velocity vi.

Similar to Eq. (2.3), we can write the gravitational action as

SG =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
M2
∗

2
f(t)R− Λ(t)− c(t)g00

]
+ S

(2)
DE , (4.8)

where the explicit operators shown are the only ones that contain linear perturba-
tions, while S(2)

DE contains terms that start quadratic in the fields. Furthermore, M∗
is constant and is related to the effective Planck mass by Eq. (4.14) below. The
presence of the function f(t) above differs from the inflationary case, where, since
there is no matter, one can always eliminate f(t) through a redefinition of the met-
ric. From Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.8), we can then find the background equations (i.e. to
cancel the tadpole terms) which are given by [17]10

c = M2
∗ f

(
−Ḣ − 1

2

f̈

f
+
H

2

ḟ

f

)
− 1

2
ρ̄m ,

Λ = M2
∗ f

(
Ḣ + 3H2 +

1

2

f̈

f
+

5H

2

ḟ

f

)
− 1

2
ρ̄m ,

(4.9)

10We assume zero spatial curvature of the background FLRW metric throughout for simplicity.
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which reduce to the inflationary relations Eq. (2.4) when M∗ = MP, f = 1, and
ρ̄m = 0. Once the background equations have been determined, the differences
among DE theories is contained in S(2)

DE.
At this point, in order to generate the most general DE models, one could simply

write all of the possible terms in S(2)
DE invariant under time-dependent spatial diffeo-

morphisms, organized in a derivative expansion, much like in Eq. (2.3). However,
many DE models in the literature focus on a specific subset of operators, motivated
by the following considerations. First of all, the scale associated with the observed
background expansion is

Λ2 ≡ (H0MP)1/2 ∼ 1

10−7 km
. (4.10)

Then, because GR has been stringently tested on Solar System scales, one typically
tries to set up a screening mechanism (for example Vainshtein screening [210, 211]), so
that GR is recovered on smaller scales, but gravity is modified on larger cosmological
scales. The Vainshtein mechanism relies on large nonlinear terms in the action which
leads to a second scale Λ3 defined by

Λ3 ≡ (H2
0MP)1/3 ∼ 1

103 km
, (4.11)

(which is roughly the Vainshtein radius for a Planck mass) and leads to Galaxy size
screening for the Sun, for example. Thus, we will consider interactions in the EFT
which are suppressed by this much smaller scale Λ3.

While promoting these nonlinear interactions, higher-derivative terms can gener-
ically appear in the equations of motion, which can lead to unstable Ostrogradski
ghosts (see [212], for example). To get around this, it is common to consider models
which explicitly only contain second derivatives in the equations of motion (Horn-
deski theories [213, 214]), or that contain higher derivatives, but have a degenerate
kinetic structure so that only one extra, non-ghost, scalar mode propagates (beyond
Horndeski, Gleyzes-Langlois-Piazza-Vernizzi (GLPV), and degenerate higher-order
scalar-tensor (DHOST) theories [215–220]). The specific choices of nonlinear terms
in these theories is protected from large quantum corrections by a weakly broken
galileon invariance [221, 222]. Finally, for everything we discuss in this review, we
will be working in the Newtonian limit, where ∂/H � 1, so we will only consider
the leading operators in this limit.

With these considerations in mind, a quite general EFT action for the tensor
and scalar modes is (for GLPV theories, see [18] and references therein)

S
(2)
DE =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
m4

2(t)

2
(δg00)2 − m3

3(t)

2
δKδg00 −m2

4(t)δK2 +
m̃2

4(t)

2
δg00 (3)R

− m2
5(t)

2
δg00δK2 −

m6(t)

3
δK3 − m̃6(t)δg00δG2 −

m7(t)

3
δg00δK3

]
, (4.12)
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with

δK2 ≡ δK2 − δKν
µδK

µ
ν , δG2 ≡ δKν

µ
(3)Rµ

ν − δK (3)R/2 ,

δK3 ≡ δK3 − 3δKδKν
µδK

µ
ν + 2δKν

µδK
µ
ρδK

ρ
ν ,

(4.13)

where (3)Rµ
ν is the three-dimensional Ricci tensor of the equal-time hypersurfaces

and the time-dependent effective Planck mass is given by

M2(t) ≡M2
∗ f(t) + 2m2

4(t) . (4.14)

For example, Horndeski theories have m̃2
4 = m2

4 and m̃6 = m6. It is sometimes
convenient to express the above EFT parameters as dimensionless parameters that
are expected to be O(1),

αB ≡
M2
∗ ḟ −m3

3

2M2H
, αM ≡

M2
∗ ḟ + 2(m2

4)·
M2H

, αT ≡ −
2m2

4

M2
,

αV1 ≡
2m2

5 + 2Hm6

M2
, αV2 ≡

2Hm6

M2
,

αV3 ≡
4Hm7 + 2Hm6

M2
, αH ≡

2 (m̃2
4 −m2

4)

M2
.

(4.15)

For example, αT changes the speed of tensors to [223]

c2
T = 1 + αT . (4.16)

These dimensionless parameters also allow us to easily estimate the scales suppressing
various interactions. One can show that, in terms of the canonically normalized scalar
field πc, we have for example

m3
3δKδg

00 ∼ 1

Λ3
3

(∂πc)
2∂2πc , (4.17)

so that this interaction is suppressed by Λ3, as desired. Because Λ3 is the scale
suppressing the interactions, it is often referred to as the unitarity cutoff of the EFT.

We would like to mention that a lot of work has been done on scalar-tensor
theories in the covariant formulation, where one starts with a covariant action and
then expands around the background [213, 224, 214, 225, 218–220],11 but in the spirit
of this review, we would like to mention a few advantages of the EFT formulation. On
the theoretical side, the EFT approach is agnostic as to what kind of fundamental
physics gives rise to the low-energy dynamics; the action Eq. (4.12) could indeed
come from a fundamental scalar field, but it could also be the low-energy action of
the longitudinal mode of a massive vector field, for example. On the practical side,
once the background is fixed as in Eq. (4.9), the EFT is directly an expansion in the
perturbations, and so the independent free parameters are more easily identified.

11For a relationship between the EFT parameters in Eq. (4.12) and a covariant formulation, see
[226], for example.
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Figure 9: From [241]. Original caption, slightly edited for context: Effect of KMM on the matter
power spectrum for four different values of αH today, i.e. αH,0 = 0.06, 0.12, 0.24 and 0.48, at
redshift z = 0 (left panel) and z = 1 (right panel). The lower plots display the ratio of these power
spectra with the respective spectra for αH = 0. For comparison, the dashed and dotted lines in the
left lower panel respectively show the quasi-static (dashed lines) approximation and a perturbative
solution in αH (dotted lines).

4.2 Linear cosmology

Before matter starts to clump into structures, the Universe is well approximated
by a homogenous expanding background with coupled linear perturbations of all of
the relevant fields. In the early Universe, this includes photons, neutrinos, baryons,
and dark matter, for example. As the Universe cools, non-relativistic matter starts
to dominate the dynamics, and the dark matter starts to fall into larger and larger
potential wells. When the dark-matter overdensity reaches O(1), the evolution enters
the non-linear regime.

The linear regime holds through the CMB until the early times of matter dom-
ination. This means that both CMB observables and the initial conditions for LSS
can be computed with linear theory. In this section, we discuss some modifications
of CMB and linear LSS observables that result from the EFT of DE, see for example
[227–245].

In Newtonian gauge, one can write the scalar part of the metric as

ds2 = −(1 + 2Φ)dt2 + a(t)2(1− 2Ψ)dx2 , (4.18)

where Φ and Ψ are the gravitational potentials. Some early attempts to describe
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deviations from ΛCDM included the phenomenological functions µ(t, k) and γ(t, k),
which parameterize changes in the Poisson equation

− a−2k2Ψ(t,k) =
3

2
H2Ωm(t)µ(t, k)δ(t,k) , (4.19)

and the anisotropic stress

γ(t, k) =
Ψ(t,k)

Φ(t,k)
, (4.20)

where µ = γ = 1 in ΛCDM. The EFT of DE, however, provides a systematic way
to compute relationships like these from a consistent theory in a controlled deriva-
tive expansion, specifically allowing one to see if certain parameters enter multiple
observables. For example, varying Eq. (4.8) with respect to Φ, Ψ, and π in the
quasi-static limit gives the equations relevant for large-scale clustering, which has a
solution like that shown in Eq. (4.30). These equations, in addition to the evolution
equations for the fluid, are directly relevant for the non-relativistic evolution of the
matter overdensity δ. An analogous relativistic set of equations can also be found,
which is relevant for CMB anisotropies [241].

As examples of DE effects, in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we show results from [241]
for the modification of the matter power spectrum and the CMB, respectively, with
αB = αM = αT = 0, for various values of αH,0, the present-day value of αH. The
effect of αH is sometimes referred to as ‘kinetic matter mixing,’ or KMM, because it
results in a kinetic coupling between matter and the DE field π. In this case, we can
see that larger values of αH tend to suppress the matter power spectrum on small
scales, suppress the CMB lensing power spectrum, and increase CMB anisotropies
at small multipoles. A number of publicly available codes have been developed to
solve the linear Boltzmann equations with DE [228, 235, 244].

4.3 Gravitational wave propagation

Given the explosion of measurements of GW signals coming from binary inspirals
after [246], one important question is how the DE action Eq. (4.12) affects GW prop-
agation. As we have already seen in Eq. (4.16), the speed of the graviton is changed
by the operator δK2, proportional to m2

4. However, the observation of GW170817
and its electromagnetic counterpart GRB170817A [247] constrains the speed of grav-
itational waves to be the same as the speed of light to within approximately 10−15,
i.e.

|clight − cGW| . 10−15clight . (4.21)

Subsequent works used this fact to significantly constrain DE models [18–20, 248]. In
the language of this review, Eq. (4.21) constrains the EFT of DE to have αT . 10−15,
which for all intents and purposes means that

m2
4 = 0 . (4.22)
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Figure 10: From [241]. Original caption: Effect of KMM (αH) on the CMB lensing potential
(left panel) and on the CMB anisotropies (right panel) angular power spectra. The lower plots
display the ratio of these angular spectra with the respective spectra for αH = 0.

As [18] also pointed out, in order for Eq. (4.21) to hold also for small changes in the
cosmological background (i.e. if the matter fraction Ωm were slightly different in our
Universe), the EFT of DE action Eq. (4.12) must also have

m̃2
4 = m2

5 , and m6 = m̃6 = m7 = 0 . (4.23)

So we see that these kinds of cosmological observations can have dramatic implica-
tions for the allowed operators in the EFT of DE.

Apart from the graviton speed, we can also use GW observations to constrain
some other non-linear DE interactions. Assuming the previously mentioned con-
straints Eq. (4.22) and Eq. (4.23), the DE action Eq. (4.12) contains the term
1
2
m̃2

4(t) δg00
(

(3)R + δKν
µδK

µ
ν − δK2

)
, which leads to the interaction vertex

Lγππ =
1

Λ3
∗
γ̈c
ij∂iπc∂jπ

c , (4.24)

between the canonically normalized graviton γc
ij and scalar field πc [226], where the

scale suppressing the interaction is given by

Λ3
∗ ≡MP

3m6
3 + 4M2

P(c+ 2m4
2)

2
√

2 m̃2
4(M2

P + 2m̃2
4)
∼ Λ3

3

αH(1 + αH)
. (4.25)
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mn mn

Figure 11: From [226]. Left : Wiggly lines represent the graviton and solid lines represent the
DE field π. When 0 < cs < 1, the graviton can decay into two scalar modes. Right : Wiggly lines
represent the graviton (through the extrinsic curvature Kij) and solid lines represent the DE field
π. The DE field changes the graviton dispersion relation by Eq. (4.28).

This cubic vertex allows the graviton to decay, through the diagram in Fig. 11, into
two scalar modes when 0 < cs < 1, where cs is the speed of sound of the scalar.12

Calling Γγ→ππ the decay rate of the graviton, and demanding that gravitons do not
decay over cosmological distances ∼ H−1 (since in fact we see gravitational waves),
we have Γγ→ππH

−1
0 . 1 and one obtains the strong constraint [226]

Λ3
3

Λ3
∗
. 10−10 , (4.26)

which alternatively means
|αH| . 10−10 , (4.27)

in GLPV theories.13

The interaction vertex Eq. (4.24) also modifies the dispersion relation ω(k),
i.e. the dependence of the energy on wavenumber, through the Feynman diagram
in Fig. 11, which is also constrained by GW measurements [249, 246]. This interac-
tion leads to a modification of the graviton dispersion relation [226]

ω2 = k2 − k8(1− c2
s)

2

480π2Λ6
∗c

7
s

log

(
−(1− c2

s)
k2

µ2
0

− iε
)
, (4.28)

where µ0 is an arbitrary renormalization scale, and ε is a small positive parameter.
The decay rate Γγ→ππ and the modified dispersion above are indeed connected by
the optical theorem

Imω2 = Γγ→ππω , (4.29)

where the sign of ε is important to have the correct branch cut of the log. Current
observations limit the above deviation from ω2 = k2 to a similar level as in Eq. (4.26)
[226].

12This decay is allowed for c2s 6= 1 because Lorentz invariance is spontaneously broken by the
background evolution.

13For DHOST theories which have the extra parameter β1, the constraint becomes |αH + 2β1| .
10−10.
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While the above discussion focused on the perturbative quantum mechanical
decay of the graviton, the GWs that we measure are actually classical waves with
large occupation numbers, a fact that tends to further increase instabilities through
Bose enhancement [250]. As discussed in [250], the regime of narrow resonance, where
the computation is under analytic control, is able to probe 3× 10−20 . αH . 10−18

for LIGO/Virgo type measurements, and 10−16 . αH . 10−10 for a LISA type
experiment. Further study of classical effects [251] showed that GWs can induce
instabilities in the scalar field throughout the Universe unless |αB| . 10−2 and |αH| .
10−20, thus providing even stronger constraints on the EFT of DE.

Before closing this section, we should mention a few potential caveats to the
above discussion. First, since the momentum of observed GWs is close to the unitary
scale Λ3 of the EFT of DE (whose actual UV cutoff could be lower), the EFT may
not actually be valid on those scales, and the above constraints would not apply
[252]. Additionally, positivity arguments suggest that a theory with an approximate
Galilean symmetry (the αB term in the EFT of DE) would have to break down at a
cutoff of approximately 10−4Λ3 [253], and so again, the above constraints would not
apply. Exceptions to this conclusion in the above discussion could be the constraints
obtained in [251], which are relevant for GW frequencies of approximately 10−7Λ3.

4.4 Large-scale structure

To study effects at much smaller energies, well below the unitary cutoff Λ3, we
can turn to LSS, where the inverse length scale associated to the non-linear scale is
kLSS ∼ (1 Mpc)−1 ∼ 10−17Λ3, well below even the scale of current GWmeasurements.
Thus, LSS constraints on DE would be much more relevant if for some reason the
EFT of DE breaks down near GW scales.

In this review, we focus on DE effects in LSS in the mildly non-linear regime, and
as always, we assume the Newtonian limit (∂2/H2 � 1). To see how DE affects LSS,
we start with a CDM fluid Eq. (4.5) coupled to DE through Eq. (4.1). DE is then
described by the action Eq. (4.12), and in this section, we assume the Horndeski limit.
In this case, the form of the fluid equations is the same as in Eq. (3.2), including the
stress tensor τ ij.

The effects of DE in Eq. (3.2) come in through the modified Poisson equation,
and the terms relevant for the one-loop power spectrum are (we use the scale factor
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a as the time variable)

− k
2

H2
Φ(a,k) = µΦ

3 Ωm,0

2
δ(a,k) + µΦ,2

(
3 Ωm,0

2

)2 ∫ k

k1,k2

γ2(k1,k2)δ(a,k1)δ(a,k2)

+ µΦ,3

(
3 Ωm,0

2

)3 ∫ k

k1,k2,k3

γ3(k1,k2,k3)δ(a,k1)δ(a,k2)δ(a,k3)

+ µΦ,22

(
3 Ωm,0

2

)3 ∫ k

k1,k2

∫ k2

q1,q2

γ2(k1,k2)γ2(q1,q2)δ(a,k1)δ(a,q1)δ(a,q2) ,

(4.30)

where the µΦ are functions of time, and are explicitly given in [162] in terms of the
EFT of DE parameters in Eq. (4.15), and we have used the notation∫ k

k1,...,kn

≡
∫

d3k1

(2π)3
· · ·
∫

d3kn
(2π)3

δD(k− k1 − · · · − kn) . (4.31)

Furthermore, the momentum dependent interaction vertices describing the effects of
DE are given by14

γ2(k1,k2) = 1−
(
k1 · k2

)2

k2
1k

2
2

,

γ3(k1,k2,k3) =
1

k2
1k

2
2k

2
3

(
k2

1k
2
2k

2
3 + 2

(
k1 · k2

) (
k1 · k3

) (
k2 · k3

)
−
(
k1 · k3

)2
k2

2 −
(
k2 · k3

)2
k2

1 −
(
k1 · k2

)2
k2

3

)
.

(4.33)

For example, the second-order solution for δ (which is relevant for the one-loop power
spectrum and the tree-level bispectrum, for example) has the form [254–258]

δ(2)(a,k) =

∫ k

k1,k2

F2(k1,k2; a)δ(1)(a,k1)δ(1)(a,k2) (4.34)

where

F2(k1,k2; a) = A1(a) + A3(a) +
k̂1 · k̂2

2

(
k1

k2

+
k2

k1

)
+ (A2(a)− A3(a))

(
k̂1 · k̂2

)2

(4.35)
and the Ai(a) are functions of time which involve integrals over Green’s functions of
the linear equations of motion. As discussed in [163], the function A3 depends on the
non-linear modification µΦ,2, and A1 and A2 are changed from their ΛCDM values
by the linear modification µΦ.

14Notice that in terms of the standard mixing functions α and β, we have

γ(k1,k2) =
1

2
(α(k1,k2) + α(k2,k1))− β(k1,k2) . (4.32)
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Figure 12: From [163]. Original caption, slightly edited for brevity: Effect of some of the modified
gravity couplings on the one-loop matter power spectrum. The ratio between the predicted up-to-
one-loop power spectrum with dark energy and that for ΛCDM is shown for different current values
of three modified gravity parameters, αB, αV1, and αV2, including LSS counterterms. Specifically,
αB enters at quadratic and higher order in the action while αV1 and αV2 enter at cubic and higher
order, so they do not modify the linear spectrum. All of the modified gravity parameters which
are not mentioned in the legend are set to zero. Moreover, the curves labeled as “Linear” (thin
dashed-dot lines) are the linear predictions for the corresponding values of αB,0. The bands around
the dashed green and red curves are obtained by varying the amplitude of the LSS counterterm over
a reasonable range. Since a non-vanishing αB changes also the linear power spectrum with dark
energy, large modifications on mildly nonlinear scales due to this parameter also imply large changes
in the linear spectrum. On the other hand, αV1 and αV2 have a direct effect on mildly-nonlinear
scales without affecting the linear predictions.

At this point, a few comments are in order. First of all, we stress the inclusion
of the stress tensor τ ij from the EFT of LSS. Since the fluid mass and momentum
are conserved in Horndeski theories, the counterterms in τ ij take the same form as
in ΛCDM Eq. (3.6), so that the term relevant for the computation of the one-loop
power spectrum is [163]

H−2

∫
d3x eik·x∂i

(
ρ−1

m ∂jτ
ij(a,x)

)
= −c2

s,DE(a)
k2

k2
NL

δ(1)(a,k) (4.36)

where c2
s,DE(a) is an unknown function of time that depends on the details of short-

scale clustering. The scale kNL above is the non-linear scale of structure formation,
which in the presence of DE can be different from the corresponding scale in ΛCDM
[163]. The scale kNL is also different from the so-called Vainshtein scale kV (discussed
more in the next section), which is the scale at which the non-linear terms in the
equations for the scalar field π become important [259]. In the limit that kV �
kNL, Vainshtein screening takes place on scales much smaller than gravitational non-
linearities and we would expect to only see linear modifications of gravity near kNL.
On the other hand, if kV � kNL, then scalar field non-linearities become important
on scales much larger than those we typically use in LSS, causing the perturbative
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Figure 13: From [166]. Original caption, slightly edited for brevity: We plot various bispectra in
the configuration (q,k− q/2,−k− q/2) for q = 0.01hMpc−1 and q̂ · k̂ = 0.9, for various values of
∆Aα and ∆Aγ . Solid lines are the full bispectrum Eq. (4.38), while dashed lines are the dominant
oscillatory contributions Eq. (4.42). We have also plotted the associated smooth bispectra with
thin lines. In the bottom panel, we plot the residual εoscBosc

t = Bt − Bs
t . In the bottom panel, we

see that there are two different limiting behaviors, the purple and grey dashed lines, corresponding
to Aα = 0 and Aα = 0.5 respectively. The red and blue solid curves have different values of Aγ , but
they have the same limiting behavior (the purple dashed line) because they have the same value of
Aα. In all cases, the full bispectra approach the correct limiting behavior Eq. (4.42) for k/q � 1.
We note that the large value of ∆Aγ needed to produce a visible difference between the red and
blue curves in the plot is due to the fact that the contribution is proportional to Aγ(1− (q̂ · k̂)2),
and we have chosen q̂ · k̂ = 0.9 so that Eq. (4.42) would be the dominant contribution.

expansion assumed in this section to break down on larger scales. Thus, the regime
kNL . kV is the one in which we would expect to see new features in non-linear
clustering due to DE [162].

As mentioned in Sec. 3, the advantage of the EFT of LSS is that one can perform
precise, controllable, and improvable fits to clustering data, and as we have seen in
this section, it is also the natural framework to include physics beyond the standard
ΛCDM paradigm. Work using the EFT of LSS to compare to simulations including
DE was started in [164]. For inclusion of a clustering quintessence DE model in the
EFT of LSS, see [161, 124], and for works on structure formation with DE outside
of the context of the EFT of LSS, see for example [260–263].

4.5 Violation of the consistency relations of LSS

The final topic that we will mention in this section concerns the consistency relations
of LSS [61–67]. These are general, non-perturbative relations satisfied by LSS ob-
servables in various “soft” limits (when some momentum is taken much smaller than
others). For example, the consistency conditions are the reason that the coefficient of
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k̂1 · k̂2 is not modified in Eq. (4.35) for Horndeski theories [165] (a similar result holds
for clustering quintessence theories [124]). In GLPV and DHOST theories of DE,
however, the consistency relations are violated [165, 166] (see also [264, 265]), essen-
tially because the scalar field π introduces a large-scale relative velocity vi + a−1∂iπ

which cannot be removed by a coordinate transformation. The violation of the con-
sistency relations in DHOST theories is proportional to the relative velocity, and
is computable in terms of parameters of the linear theory [166]. For example, the
one-loop power spectrum in DHOST theories has the form

P1-loop(k)
∣∣∣
IR
∼ λDλ

2
∆vP11(k)

∫
q.k

d3q

(2π)3

(
q · k
q2

)2

P11(q) , (4.37)

where λD is a parameter proportional to the DHOST parameters αH or β1, and
λ∆v is proportional to the large-scale relative velocity [166]. In ΛCDM, IR dominant
terms like Eq. (4.37) are not present in the loop expansion because of the consistency
relations, but they can appear in DHOST theories.

The violation of the consistency relations in DHOST theories also affects the
BAO signal [166]. To see how this happens, consider the tree-level bispectrum in
DHOST theories

Bt(q,k1,k2) = 2F2(q,k1)P11(q)P11(k1) + 2 perms. , (4.38)

where
F2(q,k) = Aααs(q,k) + Aγγ(q,k) , (4.39)

and to describe the deviations from ΛCDM, we write

Aα = 1 + ∆Aα , and Aγ = AΛCDM
γ + ∆Aγ . (4.40)

The fact that Aα = 1 in ΛCDM is due to the standard consistency relations, but here
we have an allowed deviation ∆Aα in DHOST theories. The value AΛCDM

γ , on the
other hand, is cosmology dependent. We can then consider another observable which
is sensitive to IR physics, the squeezed limit of the oscillatory part of the bispectrum,
Bosc
t , which we define by

Bt = Bs
t + εoscB

osc
t +O(ε2osc), (4.41)

for a small parameter εosc ∼ 0.06.15 The squeezed limit is given by

lim
q→0

Bosc
t (q,k− q/2,−k− q/2)

P s
11(q)

≈ −Aα
q · k
q2

q · k
k

∂P osc
11 (k)

∂k
+O (P osc

11 (k)) , (4.42)

where P s
11 and P osc

11 are the smooth and oscillatory parts of the linear power spectrum,
respectively. Notice how, in this limit, the signal is proportional to Aα, and not Aγ.

15Here, the superscripts ‘s’ stands for ‘smooth’ and ‘osc’ stands for ‘oscillatory.’
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In ΛCDM, where Aα = 1, this is a universal contribution, fixed by the equivalence
principle [102]. However, in DHOST theories, we see that the size of the oscillations
can change due to the deviation ∆Aα. We show the various limiting behaviors in
Fig. 13.

4.6 Further topics

We close with a brief overview of some further topics in which the EFT of DE has
played an important role. One such arena is in binary mergers. For example, the
quasinormal modes in the ringdown phase can be affected by extra degrees of freedom
(see e.g. [266]), and a convenient way of parametrizing these effects is through the
use of EFTs. If GR is modified by a heavy degree of freedom, then the spectrum
of quasinormal modes can be described by an EFT expansion of higher derivatives
of the Riemann tensor [267]. On the other hand, if there is an extra light degree of
freedom (i.e. dark energy), then there can be a more general deviation from GR [268]
(see also [269, 270]). Additionally, the waveform of the inspiral phase can be modified
[271]. Possible observable effects include shifting of the quasinormal-mode spectrum,
scalar radiation, and different spectra for the axial and polar modes, and the EFT
approach provides a general and systematic way to search for these signatures in
upcoming data.

The EFT of DE can also be used to study Vainshtein screening and astrophysical
effects. Because GR has been so well tested in the local solar system, there is not
much room in the data to modify gravity on these scales. Thus, if we have a theory
of DE that modifies gravity on large scales, some mechanism in the theory must
restore GR on small scales. One such mechanism is Vainshtein screening [210, 211],
where the non-linear couplings in the scalar field equations become large near massive
sources (like the sun), and GR is restored inside of the so-called Vainshtein radius
rV . However, some theories of DE can break the Vainshtein mechanism in different
ways [272–276], for example by having Φ 6= Ψ inside or outside of a massive object.
One can then use observational constraints, such as the Hulse-Taylor pulsar [277] and
the Cassini measurements [278] to constrain the parameters of the EFT of DE. If
DE changes the gravitational potentials inside of massive objects, then astrophysical
constraints related to internal star dynamics apply [279, 276].

The final topic that we will discuss is related to theoretical constraints on the
EFT of DE. A particularly interesting class of theoretical constraints comes from
demanding positivity of the 2 → 2 scattering amplitudes (as a consequence of uni-
tarity, analyticity, and crossing symmetry). As mentioned in Sec. 4.3, arguments
of this kind suggest that a cosmological theory with approximate Galilean symme-
try (which is generally used for Vainshtein screening) would have to break down
at approximately 10−4Λ3, severely limiting the applicability of the EFT on scales
of cosmological interest [253]. Additionally, [280] considered more general theories
with Vainshtein screening (using positivity bounds for theories which break Lorentz
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invariance [281]) and showed that a large number of them are inconsistent with a
standard UV completion. As another example, it was argued that EFT corrections
to GR from heavy fields can only enter such that they make the graviton the fastest
particle in the spectrum [282]. These kinds of theoretical constraints can shrink
the allowable parameter space used to analyze data and improve bounds on EFT
parameters [283], and are even stronger when including the coupling to matter [284].

5 Conclusions

Rapid progress in applications of EFT methods in cosmology over the last decade
have shown the exciting potential that this approach has in describing cosmological
perturbations in various stages in the history of the Universe, from inflation to the
present day. While a lot of progress has been made so far, exploration of different
EFTs remains one of the most active areas of research in theoretical cosmology and
related fields. In this review we summarized the current status of the field and argued
that its continued development is of paramount importance for connecting theory and
observations and ultimately answering the biggest open questions in cosmology.
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